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ABSTRACT

The mushroom bodies (MBs) are insect brain regions associated with sensory integration
and learning. The dendrites of the intrinsic MB neurons (the Kenyon cells) are in the calycal neuropil, where they receive input from primary sensory neuropils. The calyces are
larger in older forager honey bees than in younger non-foragers. Additionally, the microglomeruli in the MB calyces reorganize with age such that older individuals have fewer
but larger microglomeruli than younger individuals. It is suggested that such changes in
MB organization support learning of complicated foraging tasks. Prior studies focused on
the experiences that promote MB growth and the cellular processes that cause this
growth; however, the consequences of MB growth for an individual have never been examined. Experience clearly fine-tunes brain structure in animals, but how does this feed
forward onto behavior? We developed a field-based visual-discrimination task that mimics aspects of natural foraging. Foragers learned to associate the hue of an artificial flower with a sucrose reward. Each forager was monitored over 12 visits to the flower patch
and scored on the rate at which the association was learned. This task revealed three behavioral cohorts: 30% of foragers learned the association in fewer than 6 visits (Category
1), 30% of foragers learned the association in 6 or more visits (Category 2), and 40% of
foragers did not learn the association within the 12 allowed visits (Category 3). Learning
scores were correlated with microglomerular organization in the MB calyces via wholebrain immunolabeling and confocal microscopy. While our age-based results closely
match those of previous studies, we found no differences in the volume of individual microglomeruli or the density of microglomeruli (number of microglomeruli per unit vol-

xiv

ume of MB calyx) using standard statistical analyses between the most extreme behavioral cohorts (Category 1 and Category 3). New statistical approaches using randomization
tests on distributions of microglomerular volume suggest that the structural differences
between the Category 1 and Category 3 brains are very subtle. Microglomerular volume
and density changes have been reported to vary with overall MB calycal volume, however the subtle differences we found have never been examined before.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1

Humans have long exploited the European honey bee (Apis mellifera L) as a pollinator, a source of honey and wax, and a model for studying the evolution of complex
societies. There is also a research tradition of comparative animal psychology that uses
honey bees to investigate learning, memory, and specialized aspects of cognition such as
navigation, group decision-making, and communication (von Frisch, 1967; Menzel,
1985; 2012; Seeley, 1995; Giurfa, 2007; Seeley, 2010). Studies in this tradition have
documented the plasticity of behavior of the honey bee. More recently, the Honey Bee
Genome Project and the associated projects that paved the way for the genome effort, including a major honey bee brain-based expressed sequence tag (EST) project and several
quantitative trait loci (QTL) analyses, positioned the honey bee for analysis of how the
environment orchestrates gene expression in the brain, and how gene expression is in turn
coupled to behavior (Whitfield et al., 2002; 2003; Rüppell et al., 2004; Cash et al., 2005;
Honeybee Genome Sequencing Consortium 2006; Hunt et al., 2007; Zayed and Robinson, 2012; Khamis et al., 2015). A wide range of tools are available for studying this economically important pollinator, including standardized beekeeping techniques. The
lifespan of the honey bee worker in summer (~4-6 weeks) facilitates complex behavioral
studies, and the relatively large size of the brain (~1 mm3) facilitates neuroanatomical
analyses. These studies are building our knowledge of the plasticity of gene expression of
the honey bee in the context of behavior.
During the years immediately prior to the post-genomic era of honey bee research, the intersection of honey bee behavioral ecology with comparative studies of
cognition created favorable conditions for the development of honey bee neurobiology.
Numerous studies were published in the 1980s and 1990s describing in detail the neuro-
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anatomy and neurochemistry of the honey bee brain (Mobbs, 1982; Mercer et al., 1983;
Rybak and Menzel, 1993). Then, two papers published in 1993 and 1994 on growth of
the mushroom bodies (MBs, regions of the insect brain associated with multimodal sensory integration and learning) (Figure 1), built directly on this knowledge base by describing the plasticity of structures in the adult honey bee brain (Withers et al., 1993;
Durst et al., 1994). Both of these papers described an increase in the volume of the MB
neuropils associated with foraging, a behavior typically performed by adult worker bees 3
weeks of age and older (Winston, 1987). Subsequent studies established that it is the most
experienced foragers (for example, honey bees with 2 weeks of foraging experience or
foragers with exceptional amounts of wing wear) that had the largest volumes of neuropil
associated with the MBs (Farris et al., 2001; Ismail et al., 2006). Other regions of the
honey bee brain did not increase in volume with foraging experience.
The term ―mushroom bodies‖ has its origin in the distinctive shape of its neuro-

Figure 1. Cross section of the honey bee brain. (a) Mushroom body.
(b) Antennal lobe. (c) Optic lobe, lobula. (d) Optic lobe, medulla.
(e) Subesophageal ganglion. One Kenyon cell is depicted on the left. The
outer layer of the optic lobes (the lamina) is not shown; the lamina is contiguous with the photoreceptor cells of the compound eyes.
3

pils: two stalks, each topped with a cup-shaped rind of neuropil called the calyx (pl. calyces) (Figure 1). Surrounding each calyx are the intrinsic neurons of the MBs, usually referred to as Kenyon cells in honey bees (Kenyon, 1896). Of the nearly one million neurons that constitute the honey bee brain, more than one third are Kenyon cells (Witthöft,
1967; Fahrbach, 2006). The dendritic arborizations of the Kenyon cells form the calycal
neuropils, where they receive the axon terminals of projections neurons from the primary
sensory neuropils (e.g., the optic lobes). Each Kenyon cell projects a bifurcating axon to
form lobed output neuropils via the peduncle where they synapse onto the extrinsic MB
cells (sometimes referred to as MB output cells). While the major path of information
flow into the honey bee MBs is from the primary sensory neuropils (e.g., the optic lobes
or antennal lobes) to the Kenyon cells via cholinergic synapses in the calyces (Fahrbach,
2006), other important modulatory inputs have been identified. For instance, the Kenyon
cells also receive inhibitory input from feedback neurons originating in the MB lobes via
GABAergic synapses (Bicker et al., 1985). The Kenyon cells also receive excitatory input from neurons originating in the subesophageal ganglion via octopaminergic synapses
(Gauthier and Grünewald, 2012; Grünewald, 2012). There is also some evidence of glutamatergic inputs to the Kenyon cells and even additional inputs from projection neurons
from sensory neuropils whose neurotransmitter has not yet been identified, but none of
these pathways are fully delineated at this time (Grünewald, 2012).
Another region of the honey bee brain, the antennal lobes, has been shown to display experience-dependent changes in structure in adults, but in a pattern related to olfactory experience rather than to foraging (Winnington et al., 1996; Sigg et al., 1997). There
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is limited evidence that some of the antennal lobe neurons receive histaminergic input,
but no histaminergic synapses have been found in the MBs (Grünewald, 2012).
Other studies have sought, and found, evidence for changes in the volume of the
MB neuropil in other hymenopteran insects and in Drosophila melanogaster (e.g. Heisenberg and Heusipp, 1995; Gronenberg et al., 1996; O‘Donnell et al., 2004; 2007; Withers et al., 2008). What causes the change in volume? There is no evidence for adult neurogenesis in honey bees, indicating that the observed changes must reflect elaboration of
existing structures (Fahrbach et al., 1995). A series of studies produced by the collaborative efforts of the laboratories of Susan Fahrbach and Gene Robinson used the Golgi
technique to study the cytoarchitecture of honey bee Kenyon cells, and treatment with
pilocarpine, a muscarinic cholinergic agonist, to reveal that the observed volume changes
at least in part reflect growth of the dendritic arborizations of individual neurons, and that
this growth is triggered in vivo by signaling via receptors for acetylcholine (Farris et al.,
2001; Ismail et al., 2006; Dobrin et al., 2011).
The calyces of the honey bee MB are divided into three major regions readily apparent in sectioned material as differences in the texture of the neuropil (Figure 2). These
three regions are also functionally defined by the afferents they receive, primarily sensory
inputs from primary sensory regions (Gronenberg, 2001). The uppermost region (the lip)
is innervated by olfactory projection neurons located in the ipsilateral antennal lobes. The
midsection of the calyx (the collar) is innervated bilaterally by visual projection neurons
from the medulla and lobula regions of the optic lobes (Ehmer and Gronenberg, 2002)
(see Figure 1). The base of the calyx (the basal ring) receives multimodal input from projections from both the antennal (olfactory and mechanosensory) and optic lobes. A small
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Figure 2. The general organization of the mushroom bodies. The three
primary input neuropils are the lip (L), the collar (C), and the basal ring
(B). The calyces sit atop the peduncle (Ped), which is formed of the axons
of the Kenyon cells and represents the output of this brain region.

region of the calyces adjacent to the lip receives gustatory inputs originating in the subesophageal ganglion (Schröter and Menzel, 2003). The hymenopteran MBs are similar
overall to those of other insects but are notable for the complexity of their calyces and the
extent to which the visual world is represented. In insects with much simpler MBs, such
as in Drosophila, the regions of the MBs are not as clearly organized by sensory modality
(i.e., lip, collar, and basic ring), and there is little or no representation of the visual world
in the calyces (Farris, 2013).
It is often assumed that the enlarged MBs of the experienced forager support improved foraging performance, but an improvement in foraging is a rather nebulous concept (Figure 3). Is an ―improved‖ forager better at extracting resources from a familiar
type of flower, or better at exploiting new resources, or both? One way to think of the
differences between these modes of improvement is to ask if the enlarged MBs that result
from practice support specialization or generalization. The concept of specialization is
entrenched in behavioral ecology (Ferry-Graham et al., 2002; Irschick et al., 2005). For
6

Figure 3. Feedback in adult MB development. Both age and experience
are known to influence structural and synaptic plasticity in the adult honey
bee mushroom bodies. It is not understood, however, how this plasticity
affects behavior. Nor is it understood how behavior, as experience, feeds
back on to plasticity.
example, a published definition (Irschick et al., 2005) of a ―functional specialist‖ is ―a
species whose morphology (or physiology) constrains it to a subset of available resources‖. It is unconventional to think of honey bees, renowned as generalist pollinators,
as specialists, but the age polyethism (age-based behavioral roles) of adult worker honey
bees can be fitted to a specialist framework if one thinks beyond morphology and instead
focused on behavioral efficiency and stereotypy. A neurobiological view of specialization
draws attention to inhibition of circuits controlling the behavior discarded when specialization occurs. On the other hand, honey bee foragers become more efficient (bring back
larger loads) with foraging experience (Dukas and Visscher, 1994), and there is new evidence that forager honey bees can readily drop one behavior—or even temporarily interrupt it—to perform a new behavior (Wagner et al., 2013). The goal of this dissertation
project was to detect decrements (costs of specialization) as well as improvements (bene-
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fits of specialization) in foraging performance. This approach parallels that used in analysis of human models of practice-induced regional brain volume plasticity in adults. For
example, the longer a London taxi driver has been on the job, the better his or her performance on tests related to knowledge of locations in London becomes. This is an example of a benefit of specialization. However, relative to London bus drivers, who also
drive in London but who drive primarily on fixed routes, highly experienced London taxi
drivers performed significantly worse on tasks requiring acquisition or retrieval of new
visuospatial information (Maguire et al., 2006). This is an example of a cost of specialization.
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NEURAL PLASTICITY AND BEHAVIOR

Current evidence supports the view that insect species that exhibit a generalist
foraging lifestyle tend to have larger MBs than those exhibiting a specialist foraging lifestyle (Farris and Roberts, 2005; Farris, 2013), suggesting that it takes larger, more complicated neuropils to learn the intricacies of foraging from a larger variety of food
sources. The initial reports of enlarged MBs in forager honey bees were contemporaneous with a growing appreciation of the extent of the plasticity retained by adult nervous
systems of vertebrates (White and Fernard, 1997; Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998) and
the dissemination of efficient tools for the estimation of regional brain volumes, including computerized image analysis and the Cavalieri method (Michel and Cruz-Orive,
1988). Similar relationships have been demonstrated in humans using non-invasive brain
imaging. For example, in addition to the previously referenced changes in knowledge of
the map of London, a positive correlation exists between number of years of experience
driving a taxi in London and the volume of the driver‘s posterior hippocampus (Maguire
et al., 2000), the mammalian brain region associated with recall of spatial relational information (Goel et al., 2004; Nadel et al., 2013). Further, it was found that taxi drivers
have larger posterior hippocampi than age-matched bus drivers with the same amount of
driving experience (Maguire et al., 2003; 2006), suggesting that it was the challenge of
constantly forming new spatial relationships that drove the structural changes (Goel et al.,
2004). On tests of their ability to recognize London landmarks and judge proximity of
these landmarks, taxi drivers scored significantly higher than bus drivers, who on average
had smaller posterior hippocampi (Maguire et al., 2006). How the observed changes in
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brain structure support the documented differences in behavior, however, has not been
explained. I propose that the use of appropriate animal models might be able to fill the
mechanistic gap between the structural and performance effects of practice.
The honey bee MB at first glance appear to offer an excellent model for the study
of how bigger brain regions are better brain regions. Yet, to date, all published studies of
MB plasticity in the honey bee have addressed only two questions: (1) What experiences
in the life of the honey bee predict larger MBs? (2) What cellular and molecular processes cause the observed MB growth? Studies of the consequence of MB growth, however,
are rare. Little or nothing is known about how these changes feed forward onto behavior.
This dissertation describes studies of adult honey bee brain plasticity that combine
observations of honey bee foraging behavior with neuroanatomical analyses of the MBs.
A novel, field-based foraging task involving an artificial flower patch was used to describe the efficiency and stereotypy of the foraging behavior of individual forager honey
bees. The synaptic density and the volumes of microglomeruli, specialized synaptic structures in the neuropils of the MBs of these honey bees, were then analyzed using confocal
microscopy in whole brains immunolabeled with a monoclonal antibody against synapsin
I, a well-established pre-synaptic marker expressed abundantly in the MB. It was conceptually possible that MB complexity, as assessed through measures of synaptic density and
volume, might be associated either with improved or diminished performance on a new
task similar to foraging but never previously encountered by the subjects. Because prior
data were not available to help us predict the direction of the association, the task used
was designed to produce a broad range of individual performances – that is, the task was
designed to not be so easy that every forager could complete it and not to challenging that
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no forager could complete it. The approach was to allow previously unmanipulated foragers to bring the brains they had to the task at hand, record their performance, and then
make quantitative comparisons of the synaptic structure of their mushroom bodies.
In this dissertation, I first review our current understanding of the mechanisms of
learning in insects (Chapter 2) to establish a foundation for the main project. Then, to investigate the behavioral consequences of MB growth, I report the development of a fieldbased visual-discrimination task that resembles natural foraging (Chapter 3). As previously noted, the purpose of this task was to permit me to evaluate individual foragers and
be able to sort them on their ability to perform a task. Then, after testing foragers of
known age, I looked for a correlation between MB organization and performance on the
task (Chapter 4).
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CHAPTER TWO
NEURAL MECHANISMS OF INSECT LEARNING: A REVIEW
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ABSTRACT

Fruit flies and honey bees have been valuable model species for a variety of different
types of experimental queries from genetics to pharmacology to ethology. The deceptively simple behaviors of different insect species have allowed us to examine mechanisms of
learning in species that are relatively easy and affordable to manage and manipulate.
Through these studies, we have learned a great deal about appetitive olfactory learning in
particular, but we are also gaining much ground in other learning systems as well, such as
visual learning, operant conditioning, and aversive learning. We are rapidly coming to an
understanding of the anatomical and biochemical pathways that lead to memory formation and retrieval, and are now gaining insights into how these different learning systems map onto complex animal behaviors.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to perceive and respond to environmental conditions is ubiquitous in
living systems, from bacteria to humans. Perception is vital for finding resources, finding
mates, and avoiding hazards. Learning takes this process one step further. The ability to
learn and remember environmental cues gives an animal the ability to recognize familiar
situations, make predictions pertaining to possible outcomes of those situations, and
make adaptive choices to further increase their chances of survival and reproduction.
Within Insecta, the most studied species for learning are the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster Meigen) and the European honey bee (Apis mellifera L). Both species have well
annotated, sequenced genomes. The fruit fly lends itself to numerous available molecular
tools, and is consequently heavily exploited from this perspective, although its behavioral
repertoire is limited. By contrast, the honey bee has a wide repertoire of sophisticated behaviors and a nervous system large enough to facilitate dissection with relative ease.
While many other insect species have been important contributors to our knowledge of
insect learning, the fruit fly and the honey bee together have served as excellent systems
that largely model insects in general. Most of what we know has come from these two
species. Accordingly, this review will focus primarily on fruit flies and honey bees; however, mention of other species will be made where helpful.
When discussing insect behavior, honey bees are arguably the most interesting
species studied to date. Not only do they have an astounding behavioral repertoire, but
even how their behaviors are organized is impressive. Honey bees exhibit temporal polyethism; that is, their roles within their colony are dependent on their age (Seeley, 1982;
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1995). For the first two days after emergence as adults, they act as housekeepers. For the
next several days, they act as nurses, tending to the queen and the brood. Middle-aged
bees take on jobs such as undertaking, food receiving (from foragers), and guarding the
hive entrance. Finally, at approximately three weeks of age, they begin foraging, and they
continue foraging another two or three weeks until they die. At each of these steps, individuals need to perceive and interpret complicated environmental cues. Many behaviors
at each stage are innate, but patterns still need to be recognized, and decisions still need
to be made.
Chemical cues such as protein levels in stored food, queen pheromone, brood
pheromone, and tastants and odorants of potential foraging sites are all critically important. Tactile cues such as from following nestmates during waggle recruitment dances,
identifying the 265-Hz air vibration of a waggle dancer, interpreting substrate in the hive,
identifying and properly utilizing hive maintenance and construction materials are critically important. Visual cues such as the polarization of sunlight, locations and identities
of landmarks, the color, shape, and layout of important foraging sites are all critically important. Even time acts as an important environmental cue. Honey bees possess a continuously-consulted oscillator (as defined by Pittendrigh, 1958) that enables them to keep
track of the movement of the sun, which is crucial for their time-compensated suncompass navigation system (von Frisch, 1967). This enhanced circadian clock also allows
foragers to learn and remember the time of day valuable food sources are available so
they can return to the sources at the proper times on subsequent days (Moore, 2001; von
Frisch, 1967). Food sources are ephemeral, but foragers are actually able to remember for
several days the locations and times of availability of sources that have ceased producing
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(Moore et al., 2011). Some foragers (but not all foragers) will investigate defunct food
sources to evaluate their availability and will report such availability to the remainder of
their foraging group (Van Nest and Moore, 2011). It also appears that foragers are able to
retain and negotiate the memories of multiple, temporally overlapping food sources
(Wagner et al., 2013). How and when individual foragers decide to allow the memory of
a defunct food source to go extinct is an interesting and somewhat unresolved question
(Moore et al, 2011; Wagner et al., 2013; Van Nest, Wagner, Hobbs, and Moore, in review).
Honey bees have to make complicated decisions at every stage of their lives, but
it is likely in the last stage of life—foraging—where the most challenging decisions are
being made, when foragers have to learn to identify and manipulate complicated food
sources and learn to schedule multiple time memories for the different food sources. It is
not a surprise then that foragers tend to have larger mushroom bodies (insect brain regions associated with sensory integration and learning and memory) than in-hive workers
(Withers et al., 1993). This might represent a convergence of behavioral and structural
plasticity similar to that described in various regions for many other taxa, including humans.
Most insect behavioral studies look at entire cohorts together without attempting
to recognize individual differences. This is especially true with the very small and difficult to manipulate fruit fly. Honey bees are relatively large and have relatively large
brains with nearly one million neurons (Menzel, 2012). These features allow investigators to manipulate individuals in different ways (e.g., pharmacologically, surgically, or
electrically). The behaviors of individuals can then be closely monitored, individual
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brains can be easily manipulated and imaged, and gene transcripts can be individually
measured.
In this review article, I am laying the groundwork for my dissertation studies. I
am presenting here our current understanding of the mechanism involved in insect learning, from anatomy to physiology. It is upon this framework that the individual learning
results of my honey bee training and testing assays—and their neuroanatomical correlates—will be discussed.
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OLFACTORY LEARNING

Olfactory learning is ubiquitous among animals, but within insects, it is the only
learning system that is fairly well understood. Pathways and mechanisms for learning
other sensory modalities are less clear. In the simplest of descriptions, olfactory learning
is mediated in insects by the pairing within the calyx of the mushroom bodies (MBs) of a
chemosensory signal from primary olfactory neuropils with a reward signal from the
subesophageal ganglion. These two inputs also converge in the antennal lobes and the
protocerebral lateral horns, so it is plausible that learning also takes place in those brain
regions. In fact, localized cooling (reversible inactivation) of specific brain regions in
honey bees immediately after presentation of an odor and a reward demonstrated that
both the MBs and the antennal lobes are required for learning an odorant. It appears that
different molecular pathways are involved in these two brain regions, however: glutamate
cascades in the MBs and the cyclic adenosine monophosphate/protein kinase A system in
the antennal lobes (Müller, 1996; 2000; 2012) (see section titled Pathways for Memory
Formation below). Insect olfactory systems are capable of both very fine odor discrimination and odor generalization, as was famously shown in honey bees by Karl von Frisch
(1919; 1967) and then further verified in restrained honey bees performing Pavlovian
learning trials utilizing the proboscis extension reflex (PER) (Vareschi, 1971 and many
others) as well as in free-flying bees (Laska et al., 1999).
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The neuroanatomy of appetitive olfactory learning

For an animal to learn to associate a signal with a gustatory reward, sensory inputs must converge spatiotemporally (Figure 1). Olfactory inputs are initially processed
in the primary olfactory neuropils, the antennal lobes. Gustatory inputs are initially processed in the subesophageal ganglion.

Olfactory inputs

The antennal lobes. Olfaction starts in the antennae. The olfactory sense organs,
the poreplate sensilla, are in the antennae. Each has numerous pores to allow odorant
molecules through the cuticle to contact olfactory receptor proteins on the dendrites of
the several olfactory receptor neurons that innervate it; in honey bees, there are typically
5–35 olfactory receptor neurons per poreplate sensillum (Esslen and Kaissling, 1976).
Each antennal nerve carries thousands of olfactory receptor neuron fibers in several
tracts. There are approximately 60,000 fibers in honey bees (Esslen and Kaissling, 1976).
Two of these tracts, T5 and T6, bypass the antennal lobes (Galizia et al., 1999), as has
been also shown to occur in lepidopterans (the moths and butterflies) (Homberg et al.,
1989). The remaining four tracts, T1–T4, terminate in the olfactory glomeruli within the
ipsilateral antennal lobe, where they synapse onto a network of hundreds or thousands of
local inhibitory neurons and hundreds of projection neurons (PNs). It was shown in Drosophila that olfactory inputs into the antennal lobes are organized such that olfactory
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Figure 1. The basic insect learning circuit. To learn a sensory association, the sensory perception must coincide spatiotemporally with a reward
input in the MBs. The sensory input is provided by the projection neuron
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(PN) originating in the primary sensory neuropil (e.g., olfactory lobe).
Gustatory reward input originates from the subesophageal ganglion.
Abbreviations: inhibitory feedback inputs originate in the MB output
lobes. ACh, acetylcholine; GABA, γ-aminobutyric acid; KC, Kenyon
cell; PN, projection neuron; MB, mushroom body; OA, octopamine

receptor neurons expressing the same olfactory receptor proteins converge onto the same
glomerulus (Vosshall et al., 2000). All evidence to date shows that all the local inhibitory
neurons are inhibitory (Sandoz, 2012). Many are GABAergic; however, there also appear
to be glutamatergic and histaminergic local inhibitory neurons as well, and several other
neuropeptides are also known to be expressed within the antennal lobes (Galizia and
Kreissl, 2012). There are two broad categories of olfactory local inhibitory neurons (Fonta et al., 1993). Homogenous local inhibitory neurons innervate most or all glomeruli uniformly. Heterogeneous local inhibitory neurons heavily innervate a single glomerulus but
have a few sparse connections with other glomeruli. The glomerular organization of the
antennal lobes is strikingly reminiscent of that in the mammalian olfactory bulbs. These
patterns very likely evolved independently in these two lineages, demonstrating convergence onto a fundamental solution to encoding olfactory information (Strausfeld and Hildebrand, 1999).
In honey bees, the olfactory PNs exit the antennal lobes via five antennoprotocerebral tracts (Abel et al., 2001). Uniglomerular PNs take input from a single glomerulus
and exit the antennal lobes via the two primary antennoprotocerebral tracts: the lateral
antennoprotocerebral tract, which extends laterally around the protocerebrum and makes
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connections to the ipsilateral lateral horn prior to sending off collaterals to the ipsilateral
MB calyces; and the medial antennoprotocerebral tract, which extends up the midline of
the brain, connecting to ipsilateral MB calyces before sending off collaterals to the ipsilateral lateral horn. The lateral antennoprotocerebral tract and medial antennoprotocerebral tract parallel pathways appear to facilitate parallel olfactory processing for enhanced feature extraction (Brill et al., 2013). The three minor tracts (the mediolateral antennoprotocerebral tracts) send their outputs laterally to other protocerebral brain areas,
bypassing the MBs altogether (Kirschner et al., 2006). As a result of the first stage of olfactory information processing, the electrophysiological outputs of the antennal lobes are
much sparser than those of the antennae themselves. The inputs into the antennal lobes
are combinatorial in nature, with different odorants activating different combinations of
glomeruli (Joerges et al., 1997). Taking the honey bee as an example, with 60,000 olfactory receptor neuron fibers converging onto 165 different glomeruli (Galizia et al., 1999),
this would still be the equivalent of a 165-bit wide data bus, which can theoretically represent a nearly unfathomable number of different odorants (2165 ≈ 1049). The antennal
lobes refine these inputs to a smaller number of outputs (though the outputs are duplicated manifold for distribution through the rest of the brain). There are nearly two orders of
magnitude fewer fibers exiting the antennal lobes than entering. Further, the PN outputs
are more sophisticated than their inputs. Instead of firing in simple parallel, combinatorial
patterns, the PNs fire spontaneously, but their firing patterns and frequencies convey the
processed olfactory data in temporally encoded patterns (Deisig et al., 2010). The first
step in this antennal lobe encoding system is accomplished with the GABAergic inhibito-
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ry homogeneous local inhibitory neuron network, the second step with the inhibitory local inhibitory neuron network of unknown chemistry.

The mushroom bodies. The next stage in olfactory information processing occurs in the
MBs. These are paired brain structures that are largely associated with sensory integration and memory formation in insects (Erber et al., 1987). They are frequently likened to
the vertebrate hippocampus (Strausfeld et al., 1998) but have also been compared to the
cerebellum (Farris, 2011). The intrinsic MB neurons, the Kenyon cells (KCs), have their
somata surrounding the primary MB neuropil, the calyx, and extend their dendritic arbors
into the calyx, where they receive input from primary sensory neuropils (e.g., the antennal lobes), reward input from the subesophageal ganglion, and feedback input from other
MB regions (Fahrbach, 2006). The KCs then extend their axons ventrally, forming a peduncle, and then bifurcate into output lobes (the number and organization of which varies
by species). Within the output lobes are both the MB extrinsic neurons (also called MB
output neurons), which send their axons to downstream premotor brain regions, and the
inhibitory interneurons, which feed back into the calyces. These feedback neurons are
GABAergic; however the neurotransmitter of the extrinsic neurons have yet to be identified, and in fact relatively little is known about this poorly characterized population of
neurons (Hussaini and Menzel, 2013). It is important to point out that while the calyces
are frequently considered the primary sensory input region to the MBs, important sensory
input also synapses within both the peduncle and the output lobes. In fact, in most species, only olfactory signals enter the MBs via the calyces, while other sensory inputs, including vision, skip the calyces and enter the MBs in the peduncles and/or the lobes.
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In most of the insect species that have been studied, including the Diptera (the
flies), the calyx is a single structure (one per MB, thus one per brain hemisphere). In the
Hymenoptera (the bees, wasps, and ants), the Blattaria (the cockroaches), and a few species of the Coleoptera (the beetles; specifically a few scarab species), each MB includes a
pair of calyces (thus two per brain hemisphere) (Farris, 2013). In species with doubled
calyces, the structures are also generally more convoluted in shape (usually cup-shaped)
instead of the more typical spherical or oval shape. These adaptations are associated with
more generalist foraging lifestyles (Farris, 2013), and it is believed that the doubling and
convolution of the calyces are adaptations for larger surface area to allow for greater
numbers of incoming connections (not unlike the sulci and gyri in the mammalian cortex). Olfactory PNs synapse onto the KC dendrites within the calyces. Honey bees and
other Hymenoptera are a notable exception to the general MB organization. In these
MBs, the inputs are organized into clearly discernable regions within the calyces. Ipsilateral olfactory inputs primary enter via the lip region and bilateral visual inputs via the
collar region. The calycal basal ring is multimodal, accepting olfactory, visual, and
mechanosensory inputs (Mobbs, 1982). There is also a small accessory calyx adjacent to
the lip that receives gustatory inputs (Schröter and Menzel, 2003). The lip region has
been the subject of many investigations: there are fewer studies of the collar and almost
none of the basal ring.
In both locusts (Schistocerca americana) and honey bees, the responses of KCs to
olfactory cues are very sparse compared to those emerging from the antennal lobes, and
especially compared to those emerging from the antennae. KCs appear to only fire once
or a very small number of times in response to a cue, and they never fire spontaneously as
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the PNs do (Perez-Orive et al., 2002; Szyszka et al., 2005). This final sparsening of olfactory information allows for coincidence detection with inputs from other sensory systems
and with reward inputs and is accomplished, at least in part, by local inhibitory GABAergic microcircuits within the MBs. There is likely more to the story of simply sparsification leading to coincidence detection. Because there are reward inputs into both the antennal lobes and the MBs, learning must take place in both locations in some form of distributed plasticity (Smith et al., 2012). It is possible that controlled plasticity in the antennal lobes somehow cleans up the patterns entering the MBs in a way that enhances learning in the MBs, but any such hypothesis at this point is pure speculation.

The lateral horn. Compared with the MB and the antennal lobe, very little is known
about the lateral horn. It is known that olfactory PNs converge with reward circuits within the lateral horns in addition to other brain regions. There is some evidence in fruit flies
that the lateral horns are responsible for pheromone processing and pheromoneassociated learning (Jefferis et al., 2007). Discovering the lateral horn‘s role in the distributed plasticity of learning will be interesting, especially if evidence of pheromoneassociated learning emerges in other species.

The special case of the honey bee. It should be pointed out briefly that the honey bee
brain appears to be specialized for olfactory processing compared with other insects. Not
only are the MB calyces doubled, cup-shaped, and multimodal, but they are also relatively enormous. Combined, they comprise more than one third of the approximately one
million neurons in the brain (Menzel, 2012). In stark contrast, the fruit fly MBs total only
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about 5,000 neurons (Farris, 2005), accounting for less 4% of the approximately 135,000
neurons in its brain (Alivisatos et al., 2012). Additionally, while the antennal lobes of
most insect species have only a few hundred local inhibitory neurons, those in the honey
bee have approximately 4000 local inhibitory neurons (Sandoz, 2012). Furthermore,
while the fruit fly only has about 1,300 olfactory receptor neurons wiring among those
local inhibitory neurons and PNs, the honey bee has about 60,000 olfactory receptor neurons per antenna (Gomez-Marin et al., 2010). Even genomics tools reveal special adaptations in the honey bee with respect to olfaction. The honey bee genome encodes 170 different olfactory receptor transcripts; fruit flies and mosquitoes (Anopheles gambiae) have
far fewer, with only 62 and 79 transcripts, respectively (Robertson and Wanner, 2006a).

Gustatory inputs

Gustation occurs in three general areas of the insect body: the mouth parts (the
glossa, labial palps, and galeae); the antennae (primarily on the ventral surface of the
most distal segment, the flagellum); and the legs (the tarsi and pretarsi on the forelegs).
Gustatory receptors in insects are found in two types of organs: the chaetic sensilla (taste
hairs) and the basiconic sensilla (taste pegs). Both taste hairs and pegs are found in the
general areas described above with the exception that pegs are not found on antennae or
glossa.
The typical gustatory sensillum in the insect mouthparts consists of four chemoreceptor neurons (the gustatory receptor neurons) and one mechanoreceptor neuron. Studies
in honey bees, blow flies (Phormia regina), and flesh flies (Boettcherisca peregrina) re-
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veal that one chemoreceptor detects the sugars sucrose, glucose, and fructose; two receptors detect the salts NaCl, KCl, and LiCl; and one receptor is thought to possibly detect
amino acids and proteins (Dethier, 1974; 1961; Goldrich, 1973; Shimada, 1975; Shiraishi
and Kuwabara, 1970; Whitehead and Larsen, 1976). Different receptor neurons from one
sensillum to another give variable responses with respect to spike amplitude and frequency, thus allowing a wide dynamic range of responses across all the sensilla (Haupt, 2004).
The mechanoreceptor is believed to help the insect identify food particles as the mouthparts investigate surfaces. Taste sensilla in the oral cavity lack the mechanosensory neurons (Dethier, 1961). At least in honey bees, the sensilla on the mandibles are exceptional, as they only have a single neuron. It is not known if these sensilla are involved in taste
or not (de Brito Sanches, 2012).
The antennal taste sensilla are the most sucrose sensitive, able to detect sucrose at
2.9 mM in honey bees (Haupt, 2004). These results demonstrate that the antennae perform a fundamental role in identifying food (nectar). Many of the antennal taste sensilla
consist of five sensory neurons, as described above. Interestingly, while honey bees are
capable of performing PER in response to water vapor (Kuwabara, 1957), no water detecting sensilla have been found even though they have been described in other insects. It
appears that hygroreceptors exist in separate sensilla on honey bee antennae, along with
thermoreceptors, but these detect humidity levels and not water molecules via direct contact with surfaces, so these do not strictly constitute gustatory receptors (Yokohari et al.,
1982).
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The subesophageal ganglion. Gustatory information processing is not as well understood
as olfactory information processing. The primary gustatory neuropil is the subesophageal
ganglion, but the internal circuitry and any sparsification of input that might occur in this
region are still relatively unknown compared with the antennal lobe. Nonetheless, we do
know where within the subesophageal ganglion the different inputs arrive. The mature
subesophageal ganglion consists of three fused larval ganglia: the mandibular, maxillary,
and labial ganglia (Mitchell et al., 1999). All of the gustatory receptor neurons (and presumably the associated mechanoreceptor neurons) from the mouthparts reach the subesophageal ganglion via the mandibular nerve, the maxillary nerve, or the labial nerve, depending on their source, at least in honey bees (Rehder, 1989). Gustatory (and mechanical) inputs from the antennae reach the subesophageal ganglion via their own tracts, as do
those from the proboscis (Pareto, 1972; Suzuki, 1975). These inputs overlap with the
dendritic arborizations of neurons in the subesophageal calycal tract, which takes the gustatory input to the MB calyces (Schröter and Menzel, 2003).
In the honey bee, ten ventral unpaired median neurons have been described in the
subesophageal ganglion (Schröter et al., 2007). Six of these synapse in various neuropils
within the brain; the other four synapse on peripheral regions. The roles of most of these
ventral unpaired median neurons are poorly understood. Some respond to sucrose, but
others respond to water or salt. One particular ventral unpaired median neuron from the
maxillary neuromere of the subesophageal ganglion (usually called VUMmx1), however,
has been well studied (Hammer, 1993). This particular neuron appears to provide the unconditioned stimulus (US) (i.e., the signal that a sucrose reward has been received) that is
paired with the conditioned stimulus (CS) in appetitive olfactory learning. This neuron
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can be artificially depolarized in the laboratory in lieu of providing an actual sucrose reward to a honey bee during PER Pavlovian training. The VUMmx1 extends from the subesophageal ganglion bilaterally to the antennal lobes and the lip and basal ring of the MBs,
all brain regions associated with learning. This spatiotemporal coactivation of olfactory
and gustatory inputs in the MBs is believed to be the mechanism triggering learning (at
least for appetitive olfactory learning in the honey bee MBs).

The special case of the honey bee. Bitter taste perception has been an interesting topic in
honey bee learning and memory research. In laboratory experiments (PER), honey bees
show no aversion to bitter substances and will readily consume lethal doses of quinine,
nicotine, caffeine, and even saline (Ayestaran et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2004; Singaravelan
et al., 2005). Free-flying honey bees, however, will avoid such substances when challenged with a Y-maze (Avarguès-Weber et al., 2010). It is understood that gustatory perception in honey bees is generally limited compared to that in other insect species (in
contrast to olfaction). For instance, decoding of the honey bee genome (Honeybee Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2006) has revealed that honey bees only have 10 gustatory receptor genes; fruit flies, for instance, have 60, and mosquitoes have 52 (Hill et al.,
2002; Montell, 2009; Robertson and Wanner, 2006b). There exists an interesting ecological hypothesis explaining the limited gustatory repertoire of the honey bee (Robertson
and Wanner, 2006b): many insect species (pests) are in a constant arms race with plants.
Insects ingest large quantities of plant matter, bore nests in plants, lay eggs on plants, etc.
Plants have developed a wide arsenal of chemical defenses to attempt to ward these off.
In response, most insects have developed complex gustatory receptor systems to detect
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these chemical defenses. Honey bees are in a select group of insects that share a very
special relationship with many plants: they facilitate plant breeding and generally do not
consume or injure plant tissues. They only consume nectar and pollen (and tree resin),
which are essentially plant gifts. These substances contain very few defensive chemicals
and only in very low doses. Due to their place in this relationship, honey bees had no
need to detect these chemicals and likely lost their ability to do so. Interestingly, however, honey bees are frequently attracted to low doses of both nicotine and caffeine (Liu et
al., 2004; Singaravelan et al., 2005).
It appears from genome analyses that in the limited suite of gustatory receptor
genes, honey bees do not possess a bitter receptor at all (R.A. Velarde, personal communication). It is curious then how bees are able to avoid bitter substances in the Y-maze
experiments described above (Avarguès-Weber et al, 2010). It is thought that, while no
specific bitter taste receptor exists in honey bees, in high enough concentrations, bitter
tastants simply act as antagonists in sweet reception. Thus, when given a choice of 1 M
sucrose versus 1 M sucrose plus 0.1 M salicine, for instance, the straight sucrose will
taste sweeter, and the honey bees will choose this solution (de Brito Sanches, 2012). How
the preference for dilute bitter substances occurs is a bit mysterious, however; but it is
speculated that this allows honey bees to detect the presence of complex beneficial compounds in plant nectar (e.g., vitamins and amino acids) (Singaravelan et al., 2005).
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The neurophysiology of appetitive olfactory learning

Much is known about the cell biology, molecular biology, and physiology involved in appetitive olfactory learning. As usual, the honey bee is the primary model system representing insects in general, but significant variations among taxa will be listed
when known. This section is largely organized as a catalog of different fields of neurobiology.

Pathways for memory formation

Memory type is frequently categorized by its duration: short-term memory is usually on the order of minutes, medium-term memory is on the order of hours or days, and
long-term memory is on the order of days or longer. Interestingly, honey bees can form a
medium-term memory from a single pairing of an odor with a sucrose reward (a single
PER trial) that lasts a few days, and this memory is resistant to cooling-induced amnesia
and cannot be erased by pharmacological agents. These features are consistent with medium-term memory in fruit flies (Müller, 1996; Isabel et al., 2004). Medium-term
memory is neither transcription- nor translation-dependent (Müller, 2012).
Long-term memory in honey bee PER training requires only three association trials over the course of a few minutes (Menzel and Muller, 1996) and is formed in two
phases, early and late (early long-term memory and late long-term memory) (Müller,
2012). early long-term memory covers 1–2 days and is translation-dependent, requiring
already existing mRNA transcripts during the PER training. Translation-blocking drugs
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such as anisomycin can inhibit early long-term memory (Wüstenberg et al., 1998).
late long-term memory, covering 3 or more days, is transcription-dependent, requiring
the manufacture of new transcripts, and can be inhibited by transcription-blocking drugs
such as actinomycin (Wüstenberg et al., 1998). Interestingly, neither of these memoryblocking drugs completely erases the memory of the training odorant; rather, they reduce
the honey bee‘s responsiveness to that of one expressing medium-term memory from a
single PER trial.
In the MBs, glutamate is a critical player involved in the formation of long-term
memory (see Glutamate below). In the antennal lobes, the formation of medium-term
memory and long-term memory consists of two parallel pathways. The reward circuits
entering both the MBs and the antennal lobes consist of octopaminergic neurons (e.g., the
VUMmx1). Changes in Ca2+ concentrations within antennal lobe glomeruli have been observed in response to odor stimulation and sucrose stimulation separately as well as with
those together as CS-US pairs (Grünbaum and Müller, 1998), and the subsequent phosphorylation of target proteins is consistent with synaptic plasticity and memory formation
in mammals (Galizia and Menzel, 2000). In single PER trial learning in honey bees, increases in Ca2+ concentrations in the postsynaptic cells in the antennal lobes activate both
protein kinase C and calpain. Calpain then cleaves protein kinase C into protein kinase
M, which promotes medium-term memory (Grünbaum and Müller, 1998).
In multiple-trial long-term memory learning, octopamine released form the reward cells in the antennal lobes activates cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) in the
postsynaptic cells. Simultaneously in these same cells, increases in Ca2+ concentration
activate nitric oxide synthase, causing the formation of nitric oxide. Nitric oxide activates
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guanylate cyclase, which forms cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP). cAMP and
cGMP together activate protein kinase A, which promotes long-term memory (Grünbaum
and Müller, 1998). Blocking the cAMP step in this pathway impairs the formation of
long-term memory but has no effect on medium-term memory, supporting the notion that
medium-term memory and long-term memory formation are separate, parallel pathways
(Fiala et al., 1999; Müller, 2000). Protein kinase M‘s role in memory formation appears
to be conserved across a wide range of taxa (from Aplysia to mammals, and certainly
across the insects) (Drier et al., 2002; Sutton et al., 2004).
Uncaging either cAMP or cGMP via photostimulation during conditioning leads
to an improvement in long-term memory, as these both are required to activate protein
kinase A, which promotes long-term memory. Interestingly, however, even though nitric
oxide activates guanylate cyclase, which makes cGMP, the uncaging of nitric oxide during conditioning actually leads to impaired long-term memory. These results suggest nitric oxide, which can diffuse freely to different target molecules, must have additional
roles in insect learning pathways that are not yet known.
These results are further confounded by the satiety of the insect. Honey bees that
are not hungry at the time of association training do not acquire normal long-term
memory for the training odorant (Friedrich et al., 2004); this should be expected for appetitive training in insects in general (an appetite should be needed). On the other hand,
honey bee foragers, being part of a eusocial society, forage for food for colonial needs;
they are not hungry when they forage. In fact, foragers tend to load up on provisions prior
to commencing on a foraging flight (Brandstetter et al., 1988; Visscher et al., 1996). Regardless, early long-term memory and late long-term memory formation appear to re-
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spond differently to the satiation status of honey bees. Both early long-term memory and
late long-term memory are protein kinase A-dependent, and protein kinase A levels in
hungry honey bees are higher than in satiated honey bees (Friedrich et al., 2004). Artificially elevating protein kinase A levels in satiated honey bees to the level of hungry bees
restores their ability to form late long-term memory (i.e., to that of a hungry bee), however their early long-term memory remains impaired (Müller, 2000), suggesting that early
long-term memory and late long-term memory occur simultaneously but via separate
pathways that have yet to be identified. While it is believed that cAMP response element
binding protein (CREB) is a likely player in these pathways, other unidentified molecules
must be involved as well (Müller, 2012; Silva et al., 1998).

Ionic currents

A large variety of ionic currents have been described in honey bee neurons. Grünewald (2012) lists more than two dozen of these but does not restrict his discussion to
those involved only in learning and memory (i.e., the review covers ionic currents in motor neurons, etc.). The ionic currents relevant to the present review are summarized in
Table I and include voltage-gated Na+, K+, and Cl- channels. A comprehensive survey of
voltage-gated ion channels across insect species is provided by Wicher et al. (2001) and
need not be repeated here.
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Table I. Ionic currents associated with insect learning studied via patch clamp recordings (adapted from Grünewald, 2012)
Current type

Cell type*

Symbol

References†

Potassium, fast transient

IK,A

KC

[7, 11, 14, 15]

Potassium, fast transient

IK,A

ORN

[9]

Potassium, fast transient

IK,A

AL neuron

[12]

Potassium, slow transient

IK,ST

KC

[15]

Potassium, sustained

IK,V

KC

[7, 11, 14]

Potassium, sustained

IK,V

AL neuron

[7, 12]

Potassium, sustained

IK,V

ORN

[9]

Potassium, Ca2+-dependent

IK,Ca

PN

[7]

Potassium, Ca2+-dependent

IK,Ca

AL neuron

[12]

Sodium, fast transient

INa

KC

[11, 14, 15]

Sodium, fast transient

INa

ORN

[9]

Calcium, transient

ICa

KC

[11, 14]

Calcium, transient

ICa

PN

[7]

Calcium, transient

ICa

ORN

[9]

ACh receptor

IAch

KC

[3, 4, 6, 16]

ACh receptor

IAch

AL neuron

[1, 2, 10]

GABA receptor

IGABA

KC

[8]

GABA receptor

IGABA

AL neuron

[2, 5]

Glutamate receptor

IGlu,AMPA

KC

[13]

Glutamate receptor

IGlu,Cl

AL neuron

[2]
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*

Abbreviations: AL, antennal lobe; KC, Kenyon cell; ORN, olfactory receptor neuron;
PN, projection neuron.

†

[1] Barbara et al., 2008; [2] Barabara et al., 2005; [3] Bicker and Kreissl, 1994;
[4] Deglise et al., 2002; [5] Dupuis et al., 2010; [6] Goldberg et al., 1999; [7] Grünewald, 2003; [8] Grünewald and Wersing, 2008; [9] Laurent et al., 2002; [10] Nauen et
al., 2001; [11] Pelz et al., 1999; [12] Perk and Mercer, 2006; [13] Grünewald, 2012;
[14] Schäfer et al., 1994; [15] Wüstenberg et al., 2004; [16] Wüstenberg and Grünewald, 2004.

The neurotransmitters and neuromodulators of learning

Acetylcholine. Acetylcholine is the principal neurotransmitter in the insect central nervous system, performing roles taken most often in mammals by glutamate (Breer and Sattelle, 1987; Weinberg, 1999). Acetylcholine can be detected nearly throughout the insect
brain, and both nicotinic (ionotropic) and muscarinic (metabotropic) cholinergic synapses
have been shown to be of primary importance in insect brain function, including in learning (Gauthier, 2010). In contrast to vertebrate systems, however, acetylcholine is not the
neurotransmitter of the insect neuromuscular junction. That role is taken by glutamate
(Jan and Jan, 1976), which is discussed below.
Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are found in many insect brain regions, including the MB calyces and MB lobes, the antennal lobes, the optic lobes (OLs), and the
subesophageal ganglion, and are capable of fast excitatory synaptic transmission (Gauthi44

er and Grünewald, 2012). The honey bee genome contains nine α and two β
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunits (Honeybee Genome Sequencing Consortium,
2006). There is some evidence that different brain regions (and different cells performing
different roles) express different subtypes of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. For instance, single-trial Y-maze learning and memory retrieval activates nicotinic acetylcholine receptors that are insensitive to the nicotinic antagonists α-bungarotoxin and mecamylamine, whereas multiple-trial learning activates nicotinic acetylcholine receptors that
are sensitive to such antagonists (Lozano et al., 1996). Furthermore, RNA interference
(RNAi) against the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunit α7 blocks learning but not
memory retrieval, and RNAi against subunit α8 blocks memory retrieval but not learning
(Gauthier and Grünewald, 2012). Because α-bungarotoxin and mecamylamine block
memory retrieval, it is likely that the involved nicotinic acetylcholine receptors contain at
least one α8 subunit.
Muscarinic acetylcholine receptors are found primarily in the central body of the
brain and the MB peduncles (Gauthier and Grünewald, 2012) but are also associated with
structural plasticity in the MB calyces (Ismail et al., 2006). Treating honey bees with the
muscarinic agonist pilocarpine leads to enlarged MB calyces compared to age-matched
controls, and the changed volumes are a result of increased complexity in the KC dendritic arborizations rather than due to any neurogenesis. Pilocarpine treatment also reduces
aggression among honey bees and improves nestmate recognition, while the muscarinic
antagonist scopolamine has the opposite effect (Ismail et al., 2008). These examples suggest muscarinic acetylcholine receptors are key to both structural and behavioral plasticity, at least in honey bees (Gauthier and Grünewald, 2012).
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Only a single gene in the honey bee genome codes for the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor, and it shares considerable homology with its fruit fly counterpart (Hauser et
al., 2006). However, within the honey bee, different populations of these cells (e.g., in the
lateral antennoprotocerebral tract versus the medial antennoprotocerebral tract) exhibit
differences in intracellular Ca2+ in response to the muscarinic agonist muscarine (Gauthier and Grünewald, 2012). As there is not yet any evidence that different muscarinic acetylcholine receptor genes exist in the honey bee genome, nor have any alternatively
spliced gene transcripts been found, a likely explanation is that the receptors are being
differentially modulated by other as yet unidentified agents.
A discussion of acetylcholine in the MBs brings us back to neuroanatomy. Cholinergic networks within the MBs are still poorly characterized (Gauthier and Grünewald,
2012). PNs into the MBs in the medial antennoprotocerebral tract are generally thought to
be cholinergic and likely synapse onto nicotinic receptors (Galizia and Rössler, 2010;
Bicker, 1999), but the PNs in the other antennoprotocerebral tracts are thought not to be
cholinergic, and their associated neurotransmitters have yet to be identified. Further complicating the story, the KCs themselves are also thought not to be cholinergic (however,
see Bicker, 1999) and have an unknown neurotransmitter, but there is some immunocytochemical evidence that it might be FMRF-amide (Schürmann and Erber, 1990; Strausfeld
et al., 2000) or possibly taurine (Schäfer et al., 1988). At least some of the extrinsic MB
neurons, however, are thought to be cholinergic (Gauthier and Grünewald, 2012). From
agonist and antagonist studies in honey bees at various time points in CS-US association
training, it appears that muscarinic neurons in the MBs are needed for memory recall but
not for memory consolidation; thus perhaps only the lateral and mediolateral antennopro-
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tocerebral tracts are needed for memory recall (since recall does not appear to require acetylcholine) (Gauthier and Grünewald, 2012). It is possible, then, that the inputs for olfactory memory formation are in the antennal lobes and the calyces of the MBs, the outputs for memory recall are in the MB lobes, and the memories themselves are stored at
least in part in the peduncles and lobes of the MBs.
Similarly, cholinergic activity is poorly understood in the antennal lobes. It is
known that the olfactory receptor neurons are cholinergic, and that some of the PNs exiting the antennal lobes are cholinergic. It has recently been shown in fruit flies that there
are both nicotinic acetylcholine receptors and muscarinic acetylcholine receptors within
the antennal lobes (Murmu et al., 2011). As none of the PNs have axon terminals within
the antennal lobes, and because all of the local inhibitory neurons are known to be inhibitory, these results suggest there are both nicotinic olfactory receptor neurons and muscarinic olfactory receptor neurons.

Octopamine. Octopamine is a neuromodulator that is important in olfactory learning; it is
not strictly a neurotransmitter. Octopamine modulates the cholinergic olfactory inputs
from the antennal lobes within the MBs (Hammer, 1993; Hammer and Menzel, 1998). In
the honey bee, there are only about 100 octopaminergic cells in five clusters throughout
the brain. One such cluster includes the ventral unpaired median neurons in the subesophageal ganglion, including VUMmx1. As discussed above, artificially activating this
cell during olfactory PER training (thus releasing octopamine in the MB calyces) is functionally equivalent to providing a sucrose reward to the honey bee (Hammer, 1993).
Directly injecting octopamine into the antennal lobes or MB calyces has the same effect
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(Hammer and Menzel, 1998), and octopamine knockdown in the same locations via
RNAi impairs olfactory learning and memory retrieval (Farooqui et al., 2003). Neuromodulators such as octopamine are important in sensitization and habituation. They do
not directly control sensory perception; rather, they modulate how something is perceived. For example, feeding octopamine dissolved in sucrose or topically applying octopamine dissolved in dimethylformamide through the cuticle of honey bee foragers causes
the foragers to exaggerate the quality of a food source they are advertising to nestmates
via the waggle foraging recruitment dance (Barron et al., 2007). Until recently, the only
studies showing octopamine as a reward agent in insects were done in the honey bee, and
it was not established that octopamine was the neuromodulator associated with reward in
all insect taxa. A recent study demonstrating octopamine‘s role in the appetitive reward
pathway in fruit flies now lends support to the notion that this is a widespread system in
insects (Kim et al., 2013).
Dopamine is another important neuromodulator involved in insect learning, but it
does not appear to have a role in appetitive learning. Dopamine appears to be the neuromodulator responsible for aversive learning (see Aversive Learning below). Histamine is
believed to be the neurotransmitter released by insect photoreceptor cells (Nässel, 1999),
but within the olfactory system, histamine has neuromodulatory effects that are not fully
understood (Sachse et al., 2006). As mentioned above, some of the inhibitory local inhibitory neuron networks within the antennal lobes might be histaminergic.

GABA. As is the case in vertebrates, the importance of the inhibitory neurotransmitter
γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in the insect nervous system cannot be overstated. As dis-
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cussed above, GABAergic neurons are an important component of the local inhibitory
neuron network within the antennal lobes, which is important in refining odor discrimination (and signal sparsification) (Stopfer et al., 1997; Schäfer and Bicker, 1986). Also, the
primary inhibitory inputs into the MB calyces are the ionotropic GABA receptors
(GABAAR) (Bicker, 1999) and contribute to learning-based synaptic plasticity in the
MBs (Grünewald, 1999). These originate from the MB lobes, providing a feedback loop
within the MBs. There is also a feedforward network of GABAergic olfactory PNs from
the antennal lobes into the MB calyces that are at least partially responsible for sparsifying odor responses in the KCs (Ganeshina and Menzel, 2001; Szyszka et al., 2005).

Glutamate. Glutamate takes more of a backseat role in the insect brain when compared to
the mammalian brain, but it is emerging as an important player in insect learning and is
now known to be important for the formation of olfactory memories. Artificially releasing glutamate in the MBs immediately after a single PER trial promotes the formation of
an early long-term memory event instead of only the medium-term memory event that
normally occurs after a single trial (Locatelli et al., 2005). Additionally, known agonists
and antagonists against type II metabotropic glutamate receptors affect learning and
memory in multiple-trial PER experiments in honey bees (Kucharski et al., 2007). These
effects are thus believed to be occurring in metabotropic glutamate receptors.
Insects also make use of ionotropic glutamate receptors. RNA interference against
an NMDA subunit in honey bees (AmNR1) leads to a temporary reduction of MB proteins by 30% and interferes with the formation of medium-term memory and early longterm memory but has no effect on late long-term memory (Müssig et al., 2010). The dif-
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ference between effects on early long-term memory and late long-term memory lends further support of the separate pathways for the formation of these two types of memory
(see above).
Insects make interesting use of glutamate. In contrast to vertebrates, insects have
an inhibitory glutamatergic system as well as excitatory glutamatergic systems. As discussed above, there is a secondary inhibitory neural network within the antennal lobes
and MBs that consist of AMPA-like ionotropic glutamate receptors that open Cl- channels (Leboulle, 2012). Within the antennal lobes, these neurons inhibit both the PNs and
the antennal lobe local inhibitory neurons. Within the MBs, they inhibit the KCs. In both
cases, their origins are unknown. Also as mentioned above, in insects, glutamate is the
neurotransmitter of the neuromuscular junction (Jan and Jan, 1976).
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LEARNING OTHER SENSORY MODALITIES

Insect learning of other sensory modalities is poorly understood at this time. Most
work has focused on olfaction, gustation, and, to some extent, vision. The specific mechanisms and pathways involved in these systems are still poorly known. The majority of
this review has focused on olfactory learning, and gustation has been part of that discussion, as olfactory learning is usually studied in the context of the gustatory reward system. Some work has been done on insect tactile learning, but this section will primarily
focus on vision, however briefly. It should be noted that the insect auditory system is fairly well understood, especially in crickets and katydids, mosquitoes, and fruit flies (Ai and
Itoh, 2012), but it is not usually studied within a learning paradigm. As such, it will not
be discussed in this review.

Visual learning

Visual learning is a complex, wide-ranging construct. It can range from very simple color/reward associations that are not unlike the olfactory/gustatory pairing discussed
above. For instance, honey bees can learn to associate the color of a flashing light with a
sucrose reward (Dobrin and Fahrbach, 2012). Anatomically, this learning system is probably similar to olfactory learning: a visual input corresponding to one light frequency is
paired with a reward input. At the other extreme, however, honey bees are capable of
learning complex color patterns and shapes, movements, and rules such as ‗above‘, ‗larger than‘, ‗inside of‘, or ‗same as versus different than‘ (i.e., delayed matched to sample
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problems) (Zhang et al., 2005; 2012; Giurfa, 2012). Learning these kinds of problem
solving skills are not easily explained by a rule as simple as pairing one acetylcholine input with one octopaminergic input, leading to learning. Adding to this complexity are situations with multimodal inputs. Addition of multimodal cues in simple association learning experiments are relatively straightforward: Adding an additional cue increases the
saliency of the context, strengthens the association, and makes for a stronger, faster,
longer-lasting memory. However, honey bees are able to learn conditional rules, such as
response A is correct in one context (one set of environmental cues), but response B is
correct in a different context. These kinds of experiments might be considered cognitive
rather than simply associative. The bees are not just reacting (without ―thinking‖) to a set
of stimuli. Rather, they appear to be contemplating a complex set of conditions, spread
out over space and/or time, and making a decision. Investigators must carefully consider
what exactly they are examining and carefully interpret the observed behaviors without
anthropomorphizing their subject species (and resorting to words like ―thinking‖) (Zentall
et al., 2008).
Several insect species, including honey bees, are trichromatic like humans, but the
three peak photosensitivities are shifted to shorter wavelengths. Instead of photoreceptors
centered on blue, green, and red (as with humans), honey bee photoreceptors are centered
on ultraviolet, blue, and green (Peitsch et al., 1992). There are three primary visual neuropils associated with each eye that constitute the optic lobes (OLs) and are distinct from
those of the olfactory, gustatory, or tactile sensory systems: the lamina, the medulla, and
the lobula. The lamina is a thin layer immediately medial to and extending along the surface of the retina, and most of the green receptor cells terminate here onto laminar mono-
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polar cells in a retinotopic arrangement (Menzel, 1974). The ultraviolet and blue receptor
cells terminate along with the laminar monopolar cells in an anteroposteriorly reversed
retinotopic arrangement in the medulla, the next neuropil inward. Medullar output neurons then terminate in the third neuropil inward, the lobula. The extrinsic lobular neurons
(the optic PNs) then transmit visual information to other brain centers for further processing and for learning. For instance, some PNs go to both MBs (Mobbs, 1982), some
go to the contralateral OLs (Hertel and Schäfer, 1987), and others go to the ipsilateral lateral protocerebrum (Hertel and Maronde, 1987). Similar arrangements have been shown
in several other insect species, including locusts (Schistocerca gregaria) (Pfeiffer et al.,
2005) and fruit flies (Yamaguchi et al., 2008), although in fruit flies, the lobula is further
divided into two neuropils, the lobula and the lobula plate (Borst, 2009).
As stated above, histamine appears to be the neurotransmitter of the visual receptor neurons in the OLs (Nässel, 1999). It has been shown in fruit flies, moths, cockroaches, and locusts that histamine acts as a ligand to Cl- channels, causing a massive hyperpolarization in the PNs or interneurons (Hardie, 1989).

Tactile learning

Functionally, tactile learning is surprisingly complex. Insects are capable of acquiring information about surfaces of objects via antennal contact as well as proprioceptive information about the antennae themselves to get spatial information about target objects within 3D space. In honey bees, for instance, information from 7 degrees of freedom
can be acquired by each antenna: 3 at the scapus (the socket joint at the base of the anten-
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na), 2 at the hinge between the scapus and the pedicellus (the middle antennal segment),
and 2 at the connection to the flagellum (the distal antennal segment) (Erber, 2012). This
proprioceptive aspect is included in this tactile learning section because honey bees are
able to use this to learn about the 3D structure of objects they contact with their antennae,
and include this with information about surface texture. In fact, honey bees‘ ability to
discriminate surface texture enables them to learn to differentiate the microtexture of different flower species‘ petals, and this ability can be demonstrated experimentally in a Ymaze (Kevan and Lane, 1985) or by a tactile version of PER training (Erber et al., 1998).
Interestingly, tactile learning (at least via the antennae in honey bees) does not involve the antennal lobes or the MBs; MB ablation does not impair tactile learning
(Scheiner et al., 2001). Rather tactile inputs are processed in the antennalmechanosensory motor center in the deutocerebrum, and it is believed that the learning of
tactile cues occurs here. Despite involving different neuropils than olfactory learning, the
time-course of memory retention (i.e., short-term, medium-term, or long-term memory)
are very similar in tactile learning (Scheiner et al., 2005; Erber, 2012).
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OTHER LEARNING SYSTEMS

All discussion of learning thus far has been with respect to positive association
learning (i.e., associating a cue with a reward) or rule-based learning (in the case of visual
learning). The remaining section of this review will focus on other types of learning systems. First, a review of aversion-based learning will be presented (i.e., associating a cue
with a punishment instead of a reward. Second, valence learning will be briefly considered.

Aversive learning

While dopamine is commonly associated with reward in mammals (Ikemoto,
2007) (a role taken on by octopamine in insects), dopamine is generally associated with
punishment in insects. It was recently shown in fruit flies that metabotropic dopaminergic
neurons in the MBs (brain regions already known to be important for associative learning) respond strongly to an electric shock delivered through the ventral thorax and abdomen and the legs that is paired to a particular odorant (Riemensperger et al., 2005). Also,
blocking the output of these dopaminergic cells impairs the fly‘s ability to associate the
shock punishment with the odor but leaves the appetitive memory intact (Schwaerzel et
al., 2003). Temperature-sensitive Shibirets1 transgenic fruit flies were used to block these
cells. Artificially activating these same cells (instead of providing an actual shock) leads
to the same aversive conditioning (Claridge-Chang et al., 2009).
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Aversive conditioning has been demonstrated in honey bees as well (Vergoz et
al., 2007). Honey bees are particular useful for studying aversive conditioning, because
they will reflexively extend their sting when exposed to an aversive stimulus. The sting
extension reflex (SER) is a reliable indicator (an unconditioned response) showing that
aversive learning has occurred. Dopamine receptor antagonists spiperone and flupenthixol block aversive learning in honey bees without affecting their ability to form appetitive
olfactory associations (Vergoz et al., 2007). SER conditioning in honey bees has also
been done using a heat probe applied to the antennae, legs, and mouthparts as well (Junca
et al., 2014). These results corroborate those of the fruit fly, supporting the notion that
aversive learning occurs in a different cell type than does olfactory learning.

Valence learning

There is new evidence in fruit flies that valence learning (that is, learning whether
a particular stimulus is attractive or aversive) occurs in the MB output neurons in the MB
output lobes (Aso et al, 2014). The sensory inputs are the Kenyon cells, descending
through the MB peduncles. It appears that the reward and punishment inputs into the output lobes are dopaminergic, not octopaminergic. This hypothesis is largely based on examinations of the anatomical organization within the MB output lobes using many genetically labeled neurons. The hypothesis has not been tested functionally yet. It would be
interesting to test this hypothesis in the honey bee, where the brain is large enough to
record electrically from individual MB output neurons (Strube-Bloss et al., 2011), especially because the proboscis extension response for attractive stimuli (e.g., Vareschi,
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1971) and the sting extension response for aversive stimuli (e.g., Junca et al., 2014) can
both be exploited in honey bees. In fact, both reward and punishment associations can be
learned in the same individual (J.C. Sandoz, personal communication).
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FINAL THOUGHTS

Learning both occurs as a result of behavior and contributes to behavior, and understanding the neural mechanisms of learning guides us in our attempt to understand
complex behavior. When closely observing the complex array of behaviors even within a
single foraging group within a single colony of honey bees, it becomes apparent that each
individual forager acts as a unique agent (Moore et al., 2011; Van Nest and Moore,
2011). In addition to the genetic differences from individual to individual (a typical honey bee colony has up to 30 subfamilies; Estoup et al. 1994), each individual has a complex and unique set of past experiences that molds its brain and ultimately dictates its behavior. In this dissertation, I am attempting to expand on this recognition of the honey
bee forager as a unique agent by looking at specific differences in the behavior of each
individual and then correlating those behavioral differences with differences in the forager‘s brain structure.
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ABSTRACT

Many paradigms used to test the cognitive abilities of insects share the limitation that
they do not test natural behaviors in natural settings. We developed a colordiscrimination task for testing the ability of free-flying honey bees to discriminate and
remember different colored flowers in a natural foraging setting. Foragers were recruited
from a field hive to a patch of artificial flowers comprising two colors of otherwise identical flowers. Flowers of one color contained a sucrose reward mimicking nectar; the
flowers of the second color were empty. Each forager was observed for 12 consecutive
visits to the artificial flower patch. Task difficulty was adjusted by changing flower colors: we tested blue versus yellow flowers and dark green versus light green flowers. Color perception analyses quantified the differences between each pair of flower colors within honey bee color space. The paradigm was used to test for age differences in ability to
learn the color discrimination. In contrast to previous reports, age of the forager did not
predict performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Behavioral testing of animals to assess their ability to learn and remember is a
challenging endeavor. Yet our understanding of the meaning of structural plasticity of the
adult brain, particularly changes in the brain induced by specific forms of experience
(practice effects), requires as a first step the ability to identify individual differences in
performance linked to differences in brain structure. It is documented in many species,
including humans (e.g., the changes observed in the hippocampi of highly experienced
London taxi drivers) and honey bees (e.g. the changes observed in the mushroom bodies
of highly experienced foragers) that practice is a driver of growth at several levels of
analysis including neuropil volume, dendritic branching, and synaptic organization (Durst
et al., 1994; Fahrbach et al., 1998; Farris et al., 2001; Maguire et al., 2000; 2003; 2006;
Withers et al., 1993). In honey bees, the cellular and molecular mechanisms supporting
the observed experience-dependent changes in the mushroom bodies have been a focus of
many studies (e.g., Dobrin and Fahrbach, 2012a; Dobrin et al., 2011; Groh et al., 2012;
Humphries et al., 2003; Ismail et al., 2006; Lutz and Robinson, 2013; Lutz et al., 2012;
McQuillan et al., 2012; Shapira et al., 2001; Velarde et al., 2009). In this study we attempted to construct a task that could be varied in difficulty that is relevant to a context in
which mushroom body plasticity might matter (foraging). Our primary perspective is the
neuroscience-based view of each honey bee as an individual learner, rather than the typical behavioral ecological approach that documents the abilities of the species taken as a
whole. Our long-term goal is to use such a task to predict the neuroanatomical correlates
of different levels of performance.
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Numerous tasks have been used to study learning and memory in honey bees,
both in the laboratory and field (e.g., Bitterman, 1996). Other approaches, such as the
presentation of artificial bouquets, have been used primarily or exclusively to investigate
foraging behavior in bumblebees, but have the potential to be adapted for honey bees
(e.g., Thomson, 1981). The proboscis extension response (PER) is most frequently the
task of choice when studying the attributes of honey bee learning and the underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms (Eisenhardt, 2014; Giurfa and Sandoz, 2012; Menzel,
2012). Other tasks that can be used with honey bees include mazes (e.g., Dyer and Griffiths, 2012) and homing tasks (e.g., Pahl et al., 2011), but studies based on PER dominate
the literature. This is because PER offers many important advantages to honey bee researchers.
PER was first described in honey bees in the context of learning by Kuwabara
(1957). Honey bees reliably extend their proboscises in response to an unconditioned
stimulus (US), typically a sucrose solution touched to an antenna. Honey bees can learn
to associate the US with a conditioned stimulus (CS) presented shortly before the US,
and, if learning occurs, will thereafter extend the proboscis more readily to the CS alone.
A variety of sensory modalities have been exploited for presentation of the CS. Olfactory
PER is most common (Bitterman et al., 1983; Takeda, 1961), but visual PER (e.g., Dobrin and Fahrbach, 2012b) and tactile PER (e.g., Erber et al., 1998) have also been used
with honey bees. The complexity of the stimulus presentation can also be varied, with
subjects asked to discriminate between rewarding and unrewarding cues (Chandra and
Smith, 1998; Devaud et al., 2015; Smith, 1998). Because PER studies use harnessed subjects (the honey bee is restrained in a tube from which only its head projects), it is possi-
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ble to exert tight control over presentation of the CS and US (Giurfa and Sandoz, 2012).
The state of the subject‘s satiety, which is a powerful determinant of motivation, can also
be controlled, typically by starving the honey bees for some hours prior to testing (BenShahar and Robinson, 2001; Braun and Bicker, 1992). Additionally, because of the ready
access to the brain via the exposed head capsule, effects of neuropharmacological and
surgical manipulations can be readily investigated (Farooqui et al., 2003; Louis et al.,
2012; Stopfer et al., 1997).
Disadvantages of relying on PER to assess the abilities of honey bees reflect the
need to use restraint and food deprivation to obtain robust, easily scored responses. In
addition, it is difficult to assess motivation in a harnessed animal, as it is not always possible to differentiate a honey bee that is unable to extend its proboscis from one uninterested in doing so. It is a typical practice to eliminate subjects that do not perform a PER
to the US alone from further study (Pankiw and Page, 2003). Lack of a PER to the US,
however, is not evidence that the US was not perceived. In the same way, lack of response to a CS is not incontrovertible evidence that an association of the CS with reward
has not been learned.
Y-mazes solve some of the problems inherent to testing honey bees using PER.
Free-flying foragers or unrestrained, walking honey bees are trained to enter a Y-maze
and then make a choice that may lead to a reward or, in some cases, a punishment (Carcaud et al., 2009; Dyer and Griffiths, 2012; Giurfa et al., 1999). So long as the animal
freely enters the apparatus, it is clearly healthy enough to display normal locomotion and
also motivated to attempt the task. The Y-maze, however, is a forced-choice test. Even if
an animal freely enters the maze, once inside it can only choose between two options.
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Furthermore, despite the lack of restraint, the honey bee is still restricted to a simplified
laboratory environment. Zhang and colleagues have expanded on the simple Y-maze by
training free-flying honey bees to follow visual cues to successfully navigate a complicated, 2-D maze consisting of multiple adjoining chambers (Zhang et al., 1996; 2012),
but these still assay performance in a simplified environment.
Homing tasks are another option. Typically, forager honey bees are captured at
the hive or at a feeder, displaced several kilometers, and then released. Their task is to
find their way back to their hive by navigating a real-world environment. Modern technologies now supplement the traditional use of number tags and paint markings. For instance, radio frequency identification (RFID) tags can be attached to the honey bees, so
the time each forager returns to the hive entrance can be recorded without a human observer (He et al., 2013; Pahl et al., 2011). Alternatively, harmonic radar transponders can
be attached to honey bees, and their homing paths recorded (Menzel et al., 2005; Riley et
al., 2003). Radar-based technologies have been used to track insect flight for more than
40 years (Capaldi et al., 2000; Chapman et al., 2011; Mascanzoni and Wallin, 1986; Riley et al., 1996), and radar data can now be paired with RFID data (Beyaert et al., 2012).
Regardless of technology, however, all homing tasks have a limitation in that individuals
that perform poorly do not return to the hive. If the goal is to compare (after behavioral
testing is concluded) specific physiological or neuroanatomical metrics across performance cohorts, the poorest performers will be omitted from the subsequent analysis.
Our goal was to build on successful prior studies of honey bee learning to construct a field-based task based on foraging. In this task, foragers are recruited to an artificial flower patch, where they are presented with artificial flowers that differ in color but
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are otherwise uniform. In the two-color-discrimination tests described in this report, one
color contained a sucrose reward, and the other remained empty. The task for each forager was to associate a particular flower color with the reward over a series of visits. Because flight is energetically expensive, and competition for resources is intense, honey
bees have evolved to be extremely efficient foragers (Hill et al., 1997; Schaffer et al.,
1979; Schmid-Hempel, 1987; Seeley, 1978; 1986; Van Nest and Moore, 2012). Thus, we
expected foraging honey bees to be motivated to learn this task. We additionally sought a
task that could be adjusted in difficulty to identify different levels of individual performance. The task we constructed can be adjusted in difficulty simply by changing flower
colors. The subjects are free-flying, can come and go at will, and can opt out of making a
decision if they are unsure, with no punishment associated with errors. Because the foragers voluntarily fly to the artificial flower patch and search to find the rewarding flowers, their motivation is not suspect. In the first application of this task, we compared the
ability of foraging honey bees to learn to differentiate two different pairs of flower colors.
Because foragers can be readily collected at the flower patch or the hive entrance after
completing the test, any physiological or neuroanatomical parameter can subsequently be
tested across cohorts of differentially performing foragers. In the present study, we established that, while some versions of this task can be successfully completed by almost all
foragers, others can be used to sort foragers into different performance categories. In this
initial study, we also asked if age of the forager predicted task performance.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and equipment

European honey bee workers (Apis mellifera L) were used as subjects. Frames of
worker brood from a standard Langstroth hive were transferred to a dark, humid, 33°C
incubator (Percival I-30BLL; Percival Scientific, Perry, Indiana, USA). A single donor
hive with a multiply-mated queen was used for each trial. Workers less than 24 h postemergence were collected from frames held overnight in the incubator. Upon collection,
one queen number tag (Betterbee, Greenwich, New York, USA) was attached to each
honey bee‘s dorsal thorax with non-toxic wood glue (Elmer‘s Products, Inc., Westerville,
Ohio, USA). A small dot from a colored Posca paint pen (Mitsubishi Pencil Co., Tokyo,
Japan) or an enamel paint widely used in honey bee research (Testor Corporation, Rockford, Illinois, USA) was placed on the honey bee‘s dorsal abdomen. This combination of
number tags and paint marks allows for unique identification of upwards of 5,000 individual honey bees. After tagging, honey bees were transferred to an established field colony maintained in rural Forsyth County, North Carolina, USA, where they matured to
foraging age and accrued foraging experience. The tagging procedure was repeated every
few days throughout the training seasons to ensure a continuing supply of tagged honey
bees of known age for testing. Tests were conducted from June through September, 2012
(Trial 1) and 2013 (Trial 2).
Artificial flowers were all constructed from 5.8-mL, clear, polyethylene transfer
pipettes (VWR 16001-180; VWR International, Radnor, Pennsylvania, USA; Fig. 1).
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Each had 12 petals, 3.4 mm × 23.5 mm, surrounding a central, silicone-filled base 13 mm
in diameter and an overall diameter of 60 mm. A 5-mm diameter nectary in the center of
each base was capable of holding 150 μL of sucrose solution. The nectary consisted of a
standard 1000-μL pipette tip sealed closed with a flame. Flower stems were 10 cm. The
undersides of the petals were painted one of four colors with enamel paints produced by
the same manufacturer (Testors). To assist newly recruited foragers in finding the flowers
at the flower patch, all flowers were scented with peppermint extract (McCormick and
Co., Hunt Valley, Maryland, USA) by storing them in a plastic box infused with the peppermint scent when not in use.
Two color pairs were tested: blue versus yellow (Trial 1) and dark green versus
light green (Trial 2). Blue (Testors 1108) and yellow (Testors 1114) were chosen because
their reported peak reflectances of approximately 460 nm and 575 nm (Wells and Wells,
1986) match the peak photosensitivities of the blue and green photoreceptors of the honey bee, which are approximately 436 nm and 544 nm, respectively (Menzel et al., 1986;
Peitsch et al., 1992). There is an established honey bee neuroethology literature using
these particular blue and yellow paints (Abramson et al., 2005; Cakmak et al., 2010; Hill
et al., 1997; Sanderson et al., 2006; Wells and Wells, 1984; 1986; Wells et al., 2000). The
dark green (Testors 1124) and light green (Testors 1125) colors were chosen to provide a
more difficult color task than blue versus yellow. An additional rationale for choosing
two green flowers was to reduce the likelihood that the honey bees would have past experience foraging from these colors, which could bias their decision making on the present
task. While green honey bee-visited flowers do exist in our region, they are uncommon
(Lovell, 1912).
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As in previous studies of foraging behavior using bumblebees and honey bees,
these artificial flowers were placed in an artificial flower patch (e.g., Boisvert et al.,
2007; Grüter et al., 2011; Keasar, 2000; Nityananda and Pattrick, 2013; Spaethe et al.,
2006; Ushitani et al., 2016). This patch consisted of a wooden base, 60 cm × 90 cm,
painted gray (Valspar 4005-1C; Valspar, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA), placed outdoors
on a table ~1 m off the ground. The board had holes drilled in a 5 × 8 Cartesian grid, 10
cm apart. In Trial 1, 6 blue flowers loaded with sucrose solution plus 18 yellow flowers
with empty nectaries were arranged randomly among the 40 holes. In Trial 2, on even
numbered days, 6 light green flowers loaded with sucrose solution plus 18 dark green
flowers left empty were randomly arranged among the 40 holes. On odd numbered days,
6 dark green flowers loaded with sucrose solution and 18 light green flowers with empty
nectaries were used. On testing days, the flower patch was placed 165 m from the hive
entrance.

Measuring flower color distance

The top and bottom surfaces of the petals of all four flower types as well as the
gray-painted wood board on which the flowers were mounted were measured five times
each for spectral reflectance from 300 nm to 650 nm, the generally accepted visual range
of the honey bee (Menzel et al., 1986), using a JAZ-EL200 UV-VIS Spectrometer with a
PX-2 pulsed xenon light source and a WS-1 white standard (Ocean Optics, Dunedin,
Florida, USA). The repeated measurements were averaged and used to calculate the honey bee-perceived color locus for each flower type. All calculations were performed at an
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optical resolution of 1 nm. For quantitative comparison, the resulting loci were plotted in
2-D space on the honey bee color hexagon following the method of Backhaus and Menzel (1987), Chittka (1992), and Gumbert et al. (1999). The first step in determining the
loci of the colors used in these studies was to calculate the adaptation coefficient Rc for
each photoreceptor class c (UV, blue, and green):
⁄∫

( ) ( ) ( )

(1)

where Sc(λ) is the spectral sensitivity of each photoreceptor class c (Peitsch et al., 1992).
The background reflectance of the gray board is represented by IB(λ). The spectral distribution of shaded daylight is represented by D(λ) (Tso et al., 2004). Next, the relative
amount of light absorbed by each photoreceptor class c for each flower type f (blue, yellow, dark green, and light green) was calculated by:
∫

( ) ( ) ( )

(2)

where Sc(λ) and D(λ) are as defined above, and If (λ) is the reflectance of flower type f
(the mean of the top petal surface and bottom petal surface measurements). Finally, the
photoreceptor excitation for each photoreceptor class c for each flower type f was calculated by:
(3)
For each flower type f, these three photoreceptor excitation-values (EUV,f, EBlue,f, and
EGreen,f) were plotted over the 2-D hexagon with the basic trigonometric functions:
√ ⁄ (

)

and
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(4)

(

)
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The distance between the blue and yellow flowers and the distance between the dark
green and light green flowers were then determined by calculating the Euclidean distances between them, e.g.:
)

√(

(

)

(6)

Training procedure

Prior to testing, standard methods were used to train foragers from the hive containing the tagged focal bees to visit the artificial flower patch (Moore and Doherty,
2009; Moore and Rankin, 1983; Moore et al., 2011; von Frisch, 1967; Wagner et al.,
2013). Over the course of a few consecutive days, these honey bees gained enough experience at the flower patch to become persistent foragers (Moore et al., 2011; Wagner et
al., 2013). They could then be relied upon to recruit new focal honey bees on subsequent
testing days without repeating the training.
Once recruitment to the artificial flower patch began, the concentration of the sucrose solution in the rewarding flowers was periodically adjusted in increments of 0.25
mol L-1 between 0.25 mol L-1 and 2.25 mol L-1 to hold recruitment to a steady rate compatible with observations of marked individuals without recruitment ceasing altogether.
During observations, additional marked honey bees that arrived were removed and killed.
Numbers were limited such that no flower had more than 3 honey bees at a time, as larger
groups might have potentially attracted new recruits that had arrived at the flower patch
but not yet found the rewarding flowers. Each time a marked honey bee collected sucrose
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from a rewarding flower, that flower was relocated to a new location on the board with
the guidance of a pseudorandom number sheet after the forager left the table and before
its next visit. This prevented the foragers from learning a rewarding flower‘s spatial location rather than its color.
The following data were recorded for each visit that a marked forager made to the
patch: the location on the board of each flower that was physically contacted, the time
each flower was contacted, the flower‘s color, if the flower contained a reward, if the forager took a reward, and if any other honey bees were present on the flower at the time of
initial contact. Each marked forager was allowed to complete 12 visits to the flower
patch, taking on average 63 to 75 min (95% confidence interval). On the 13th visit, the
forager was captured in a small glass vial and kept in a chilled cooler for transport to the
laboratory for subsequent analyses. When a forager failed to complete all 12 visits, its
behavioral record was included in the analysis only if it could unambiguously be assigned
to a behavioral cohort based on the scoring protocol described below. Otherwise, it was
removed from the study; no individual foragers were tested on multiple days.

Scoring and analysis

To summarize the observations of behavior at the artificial flower patch, an error
was recorded if a forager made physical contact with an unrewarding flower on a visit to
the patch. Thus, a naïve, unbiased honey bee had a 75% chance of making an error on its
first visit to the flower patch, as 75% of the total 24 flowers present were unrewarding.
Criterion for the task was arbitrarily defined as completing three consecutive, error-free
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visits. A performance score was then defined as the number of visits completed prior to
the first three consecutive error-free visits. Possible scores thus ranged from 0 to 10. A 0
indicated no errors were made on any of the first three visits. (The probability that a naïve
honey bee can achieve this by chance is (0.25)3 = 0.015625.) A score of 10 was assigned
to a honey bee that did not reach criterion prior to being captured on visit 13. Although
individual scores were recorded and retained, for ease of analysis foragers that received
scores of 0–5 were placed in Category 1. Foragers that received scores of 6–9 were
placed in Category 2. Foragers that did not attain three consecutive error-free trials in the
12 allowed visits (with scores of 10) placed in Category 3. We defined these categories to
describe the amount of individual variation on different versions of this task and with the
goal of using them to define groups for post hoc neuroanatomical analyses in future studies.
Proportions of foragers in Categories 1–3 were compared between Trial 1 (blue
versus yellow) and Trial 2 (dark green versus light green) using Fisher‘s exact test. As
noted, individual performance scores or categories, which are useful for forming groups
of subjects for post-behavioral testing analyses, can be correlated with any parameter of
interest. In the present study, we examined performance versus age (number of days postemergence as adults). Comparisons between the younger foragers (< median age of the
training group) and older foragers (≥ median age) were made by Fisher‘s exact test using
VassarStats (http://vassarstats.net).
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RESULTS

Flower color distance

The spectral reflectance between 300 nm and 650 nm of the bottom surface and
top surface of all four flower types and the reflectance of the gray background were determined (Fig. 2A). These curves were used with published spectral sensitivity curves for
the three classes of honey bee photoreceptors (Peitsch et al., 1992) and the spectral illumination curve of shaded outdoor daylight (Tso et al., 2004) to calculate the color loci of
the four flower types, which were then plotted on honey bee color hexagons (Figs. 2B
and 2C). The distance between the blue and yellow colors on the color hexagon was
0.232, and the distance between the dark green and light green colors was 0.142.

Behavioral results

In Trial 1 (Fig. 3A), 95% of the foragers were in Category 1, i.e., they learned the
task in fewer than 6 visits (Fig. 3C). In Trial 2, however, (Fig. 3B), only 30% of the foragers were in Category 1; 30% were in Category 2, and 40% were in Category 3 (Fig.
3D). Learning to differentiate between rewarding and non-rewarding shades of green
therefore appeared to be a challenging task, as it was accomplished by significantly fewer
foragers. A 23 Fisher‘s exact test between trial (flower color pairs) and performance
categories yielded P = 10-16 (Trial 1: n = 74, 3, and 1 for Categories 1, 2, and 3 respectively; Trial 2: n = 16, 16, and 21 for Categories 1, 2, and 3 respectively).
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In Trial 1, we did not examine performance by age because there was almost no
individual variation in performance: nearly every subject was placed in Category 1. The
ages of the foragers used in Trial 2 ranged from 18 days to 60 days with a mean age of
33.8  10.3 (s.d.) days and a median age of 32 days. The foraging group was divided into
two broad cohorts: younger (< median age; n = 25) and older (≥ median age; n = 28) (Fig.
4). A 23 Fisher‘s exact test between age cohort and performance category yielded P =
0.695. We found no bias with respect to which color flower provided the reward in either
age cohort (23 Fisher‘s exact test between rewarding color and performance category;
younger bees: P = 0.744; older bees: P = 0.889; data not shown).
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DISCUSSION

A field-based, color-discrimination task was constructed that can be used as a behavior test for honey bee foragers, allowing them to be sorted into different categories for
subsequent analysis by category of performance. Our goal was to design a task that permits assessment of individual variation in performance: not so challenging that no honey
bee could successfully perform it but not so easy that all honey bees could successfully
perform it. This challenge was not unlike the challenge of designing suitable quantitative
cognitive tests for humans (Jones and Lord, 2013). The blue/yellow version of the task
did not achieve this goal given that nearly every subject quickly learned the color/reward
association. The dark-green/light-green version of task produced different results. It allowed us to divide the foraging group into three roughly equal-sized categories: 30% in
Category 1, 30% in Category 2, and 40% in Category 3. Although it is tempting to view
the foragers in Category 1 as fast learners and foragers in Category 2 as slow learners,
our current focus is on context-based, task-based differences in performance rather than
on any general concept of honey bee individual intelligence. It should be pointed out,
however, that the hexagon distance of 0.142 between the dark-green and light-green
flowers is near the color discrimination threshold in the green range for honey bees
(Chittka 1992). Overall, we met our goals of developing 1) a task that can be adjusted in
difficulty to meet the needs of a particular study; 2) a robust task that uses free-flying foragers in a complex, non-laboratory setting; 3) a task in which all subjects share a similar
level of motivation; and 4) a task that did not require exclusion of non- or poor performers from subsequent analyses. We note that a honey bee color hexagon analysis can be
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performed following the steps clearly outlined here, either pre hoc or post hoc, with a pre
hoc analysis being useful in the design of a task at a particular desired level of challenge,
and the post hoc analysis being useful in the comparison of the relative difficulty of multiple discriminations.
As in the case of all other tasks used with honey bees, this task of course has limitations. First, only foraging honey bees can be tested. In-hive workers, drones, and
queens cannot be evaluated using this task. Second, in contrast to foraging to flowers, our
subjects had ad lib access to sucrose solution at the rewarding artificial flowers. In flowers, standing crop volume varies considerably from flower to flower but is on average
low, reflecting the activity of competing pollinators (Corbet, 2003). A foraging honey bee
must typically visit multiple flowers to fill its crop. For example, Edge et al. (2011)
showed that standing crop nectar volume in squash flowers (Cucurbita pepo) can exceed
60 μL in controlled experimental settings, which is a volume sufficient for filling the 30μL crop of a single honey bee (Winston, 1987). Under field conditions, however, squash
flowers never reached 5 μL in nectar volume. Third, background conditions can be substantially standardized but not controlled. For example, compared with laboratory settings, we cannot control ambient light conditions, which affect color perception (see Eqn
1 and Eqn 2); we cannot control competing foraging opportunities, which is known to
affect behavior at artificial feeders (Seeley, 1995); and we cannot control the overall nutritional status of the hive, which affects foraging intensity (Seeley, 1989). These factors,
however, can be standardized by working with marked foragers from a single field colony in a single location, and by limiting observations to a single time of day.
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This task involves learning to identify a source of nectar based upon color discrimination, which is an interesting problem that complicates the decision making of
honey bee foragers. On the one hand, forager honey bees often display substantial flower
constancy (Hill et al., 1997; Waser, 1986), although other, more complex foraging strategies also have been reported (Ribbands, 1949; Wagner et al., 2013). Flower constancy is
a phenomenon wherein which an individual will forego possibly profitable foraging options in search of a flower type it has previously exploited. On the other hand, foragers
must be able to account for variations in flower color within a single population of a
flower species (Hill et al., 1997). As early as Darwin it was recognized that foraging honey bees have to deal with these conflicting challenges (Darwin, 1876), and these challenges must be considered when designing a color-discrimination task. If flower colors
are too different, they will look like different species. If they are similar, they will look
like the same species, and foragers may disregard differences in color even though they
can perceive them. If flower colors are too similar, the foragers may lack the ability to
make the discrimination or, alternatively, may be subject to the phenomenon of generalization in which two similar stimuli both gain strength during the course of association
learning (Cheng, 2000). In the present study, the hexagon analyses indicated that the two
types of green flower are very similar in hue within honey bee color space. It might be
posited that this task categorizes bees based on their ability to detect slight differences in
flower hue or intensity rather than their ability to heed or remember such differences; alternatively, the explanation for the challenging nature of this task may lie in individual
differences in the ability to overcome generalization. If the former is the case, we would
not expect to see the cohort that took longer to reach criterion (Category 2), only Catego-
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ry 1 and bees unable to learn to discriminate at all (Category 3). If the latter is the case,
this contributes to our understanding of why some tasks are more difficult than others but
still leaves us with a task that reveals clear individual differences.
The visual system in bumble bees (Bombus impatiens) has been studied extensively, and bumble bees are closely related to honey bees phylogenetically (Schultz et al.,
2001), neuroanatomically (Mares et al., 2005), and in their trichromatic visual system
(Peitsch et al., 1992). Primary visual processing occurs in the lamina, medulla, and lobula, the three neuropils that constitute the optic lobes. Green-color preprocessing occurs in
the lamina (the neuropil immediately downstream from the retina), and full-color processing occurs in both the medulla and the lobula (the second and third neuropils in the
visual stream, respectively) (Paulk et al., 2008; 2009b). Color-sensitive neurons in the
medulla and the lobula synapse in the collar (the visual region) of the mushroom bodies
(Paulk and Gronenberg, 2008), and some color-sensitive neurons in the medulla synapse
in the superior lateral protocerebrum (Paulk et al., 2009a). The mushroom bodies are insect brain regions associated with sensory integration and learning (Fahrbach, 2006). Evidence from studies of fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) suggests that the mushroom
bodies function to remember the valence (the attractiveness or aversiveness) of a sensory
cue, and that the mushroom body output neurons converge in the superior lateral protocerebrum with sensory information processed in other regions to elicit motor behavior
(Aso et al., 2014a,b). Thus, while color discrimination in honey bees likely takes place in
the optic lobes, the learning of color cues likely occurs in the mushroom bodies and possibly in the superior lateral protocerebrum. These might be rich areas for anatomical in-
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vestigation with respect to individual differences in performance on a color-association
task.
In addition to relying on visual cues to complete this task, is it also possible that
foragers are using odor cues? Although the use of multiple cues would not diminish the
usefulness of this task in sorting honey bees into performance categories, a reliance on
odor cues would reduce our ability to relate individual differences in behavior to brain
differences in structures that process visual signals, such as the collar of the mushroom
body calyces. We therefore carefully considered the possibility that both repellant and
attractive signals placed on the flowers by earlier visitors impacted the results. There is
good evidence that honey bee foragers place repellant scents of unknown composition on
artificial laboratory feeders (and presumably also on flowers) from which they have consumed nectar (Giurfa and Núñez, 1992). These scents deter repeat visits, but are shortlived as they are no longer effective after 45 s. The short-lived nature of this cue renders
it very unlikely that the overall performance of foragers on this task was influenced by
this repellant signal, although we cannot rule out occasional impacts on two closelyspaced trials. Bumblebees and solitary bees have been demonstrated to produce longer
lasting attractant odor cues marking valuable nectar sources (e.g., Gilbert et al., 2001;
Schmitt and Bertsch, 1990), and it is likely but not proved that honey bees rely on similar
signals to improve the efficiency of foraging (Free et al., 1983). Although we imbued all
flowers thoroughly with the same artificial scent when not in use, we cannot entirely rule
out the use of attractant cues in this task. The use of attractant cues may have impacted
the performance of some individual foragers, but this possibility also does not provide an
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explanation for the overall difference in performance between the yellow-blue and the
green-green tasks.
We used this task to test for a difference in performance between younger and
older foragers but were unable to detect a difference based on age. Studies employing the
proboscis extension response (PER) in honey bees showed that foragers outperform agematched nurse bees, regardless of age (Ray and Ferneyhough, 1999). The authors suggested that a small amount of foraging experience was sufficient to account for the improvement in performance, but they did not directly test this, nor did they test younger
versus older foragers. PER studies in bumble bees show no difference in task performance based on age and show that the amount of foraging experience contributes to performance (Riveros and Gronenberg, 2009). This experience-based hypothesis is supported by additional evidence that honey bees become more efficient at foraging as they gain
foraging experience (Dukas and Visscher, 1994; Schippers et al., 2006). It is unlikely that
the improved efficiency is related directly to age. On the other hand, other reports show
that younger foragers perform better on PER tasks than older foragers (Baker et al.,
2012). With PER studies, however, it is impossible to disentangle motivation and ability;
thus such results must be met with some skepticism. Additionally, some discrepancy in
results might be accounted for by the differences in volume of available sucrose solution
provided in the reward. PER studies typically use very small reward volumes, not unlike
natural flowers. Our artificial flowers allow for ad lib rewards, as discussed previously.
An interesting modification to our task might be to limit sucrose volumes in the flowers
to 5 μL, forcing the foragers to collect from multiple flowers on each visit and thereby
more directly mimicking foraging under field conditions.
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Fig. 1. Artificial flowers constructed from polyethylene transfer pipettes. The undersides of the petals were painted blue, yellow, dark green, or light green. See Methods for
additional details.
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Fig. 2. Flower reflectances and color loci. (A) The relative reflectance of the four flower types. Open circles represent the reflectance of the bottom surface of the flower petals.
Closed circles represent reflectance of the top surface of the flower petals. Black crosshairs represent the reflectance of the gray background on which the flowers were mounted. Although data were analyzed with a 1-nm resolution, they are presented here with a
2-nm resolution for improved clarity. (B, C) The color loci for the four flower types. Using flower reflectance and background reflectance (A), spectral illumination data for
shaded daylight (Tso et al., 2004), and honey bee photoreceptor sensitivity data (Peitsch
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et al., 1992), photoreceptor excitation values were calculated (Eqn 1 through Eqn 3) and
plotted on the three axes representing the three honey bee photoreceptor classes (UV,
blue, and green) 120° apart using the trigonometric functions of Eqn 4 and Eqn 5. Excitation values are unitless vectors originating from (0, 0) and can range in length from 0 (no
excitation) to 1 (maximal excitation). The vector sum of the three color excitation values
on these three axes results in the color locus. Loci at the origin are perceived to have no
color because all three photoreceptor types are equally excited. Loci at the vertices of the
hexagon are perceived as pure primary colors (UV, blue, or green) or secondary colors
(UV-blue, blue-green, or UV-green). See Chittka (1992) for a complete description. The
mean of the reflectances of the top petal surface and bottom petal surface was used to
calculate each color locus. The Euclidean distances between the blue and yellow flowers
(B) and the dark green and light green flowers (C) are given adjacent to the brackets.
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Fig. 3. Performance on the field color-discrimination task. Foragers were trained to an
artificial flower patch and presented with (A) blue and yellow flowers in Trial 1 or (B)
dark green and light green flowers in Trial 2 (see Fig. 2A). On each test day, only one
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flower type contained a sucrose reward. Foragers were allowed 12 visits. Performance
scores are the number of visits a forager made prior to completing three consecutive, error-free visits. A score of 10 indicates a forager never completed the task to criterion. (C,
D) Foragers were grouped into three performance categories: Category 1 (light blue bars)
reached criterion in fewer than 6 visits; Category 2 (gray bars) took at least 6 visits to
reach criterion; and Category 3 (black bars) never reached criterion in the 12 allowed visits. (C) In Trial 1, 95% of foragers were in Category 1 (D) In Trial 2, 30% of foragers
were in Category 1, 30% were in Category 2, and 40% were in Category 3.
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Fig. 4. Forager honey bee performance by age. The foragers from Trial 2 (dark green
versus light green color discrimination) were divided into two groups: 25 foragers were
younger than the median age of 32 days; 28 foragers were the median age or older. (A)
Performances of the foragers are displayed by age. (B) Performance cohorts are displayed
by age. Performance scores and performance cohorts are as described in Fig. 3. No difference in performance was found between age groups (Fisher‘s exact test, P = 0.695).
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ABSTRACT

Mushroom bodies (MBs) are insect brain regions associated with sensory integration and
learning. In honey bees (Apis mellifera), the MB calyces, which receive input from primary sensory neuropils, are larger in older foragers than in younger non-foragers. Additionally, microglomeruli (the synaptic complexes in the calyces) reorganize such that older individuals have fewer but larger microglomeruli than younger individuals. It is assumed this reorganization supports performance of complicated foraging tasks; however,
the behavioral consequences of MB growth are rarely examined. Using a field-based,
simulated foraging task, foragers were assigned to three categories based on how efficiently they performed the task. Performance category was correlated with microglomerular organization via immunolabeling for a pre-synaptic marker. As previously reported,
older workers had larger but fewer microglomeruli than younger workers, but we found
no such differences between the highest and lowest performance categories. These standard methods reveal no correlation between microglomerular organization and task performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Human experts in different occupations display regional brain growth relative to
non-experts. Regions of the brain known to be impacted vary by occupation but are usually associated with sensory processing, motor control, and spatial learning; white matter
tracts may also be affected (Elbert et al. 1995; Jäncke et al. 2009; Maguire et al. 2000;
Maguire et al. 2003; Maguire et al. 2006; Park et al. 2009; Keenan et al. 2001; Schlaug,
Jäncke, Huang and Steinmetz 1995; Schlaug, Jäncke, Huang, Staiger et al. 1995).
Although it is possible that innate brain differences in individuals predispose them to pursue their specialties, the design of many of these studies and the resulting data have
strongly suggested that extensive practice promotes the growth of specific brain regions.
This relationship is often conceptualized as a positive feedback loop: practice in a particular occupation leads to brain growth, and the consequently increased size of the brain (or
brain region) then endows the individual with skill.
Animal models can be used to study the factors that drive regional brain growth
and the underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms. The worker castes of eusocial
insects such as bees and ants provide attractive models for practice-induced growth because foragers of these species are relentlessly focused on exploiting the environment
around their nest. For example, once a honey bee worker initiates foraging, it stops performing all other tasks and concentrates on foraging (Seeley 1986).
In the honey bee, the accumulation of foraging experience by adult workers is associated with selective growth of a central brain structure called the mushroom bodies
(MBs). The MBs of the honey bee comprise a population of approximately three hundred
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thousand densely-packed intrinsic neurons called Kenyon cells (KCs) (Strausfeld 2002;
Witthöft 1967) and associated neuropils referred to as the calyces and the lobes. The dendrites of the KCs branch within the calyces, where they receive input from sensory projection neurons (PNs) originating in the primary olfactory and visual neuropils. PN inputs
to the calyces are organized into distinctive microglomeruli (MGs), in which the presynaptic boutons of the PNs are surrounded by (and form synapses onto) the KC dendrites.
KC axons extend deep into the protocerebrum where they synapse onto MB output neurons (MBONs, also called MB extrinsic neurons). The MBONs signal to downstream
premotor brain regions, which are currently poorly defined. Intact MBs are necessary for
certain forms of olfactory learning in insects, including honey bees, and likely support
many aspects of behavior including configural learning (Devaud et al., 2015) and spatial
navigation (Mizunami et al., 1998).
Using simple methods of volume estimation, Withers et al. (1993) and Durst et al.
(1994) showed that the volume of the MB calyces is larger in forager honey bees than in
nurse honey bees, who confine their activities inside the hive. Similar findings have been
reported for the MBs of other insect species (Withers et al. 2008; Gronenberg et al. 1996;
Strausfeld et al. 1998; Seid et al. 2005; Seid and Wehner 2009). Golgi analysis of a subpopulation of KCs, the collar Kenyon cells, supported the hypothesis that foragingassociated growth of the MB calyces is associated with dendritic growth (Farris et al.
2001); it is not a result of neurogenesis, which is completed during metamorphosis (Fahrbach et al. 1995; Ganeshina et al. 2000).
The development of a robust marker for calycal microglomeruli in the form of a
monoclonal antibody that recognizes the presynaptic antigen SYNORF-1 now permits
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quantitative studies of the MG synaptic complexes of the calyces (Groh et al., 2004;
Frambach et al., 2004). In the honey bee, growth of the MBs in terms of calycal volume
is accompanied by a decrease in the number of MGs and an increase in the volume of individual MGs (Groh et al. 2012). Immunolabeling with anti-SYNORF-1 (also referred to
as anti-synapsin immunereactivity) is now a widely-used metric that serves as a proxy for
changes associated with growth of the MB calyces (Frambach et al. 2004; Groh and
Rössler 2011; Groh et al. 2004; Groh et al. 2012; Groh et al. 2014; Klagges et al. 1996;
Montgomery and Ott 2015; Muenz et al. 2015; Pasch et al. 2011; Peng and Yang 2016).
Regardless of the method used to study the MBs, studies of brain plasticity in foragers are typically interpreted based on the assumption that large MBs facilitate and support the complex behaviors associated with foraging such as navigation, learning to associate floral odors with rewards, and communication of resource location to nestmates.
Missing from this formulation, however, is any evidence that enlarged MBs do in fact
benefit foraging performance. This gap in our knowledge reflects a near exclusive focus
on mechanistic analyses of drivers of MB enlargement and the underlying cell and molecular mechanisms of growth. What if, rather than asking what past experiences are correlated with larger MBs, we instead allowed honey bees to bring the MBs they have to a
foraging-related task and then scored their performance? Such an experimental design
would permit a test of the hypothesis that different configurations of the MBs are associated with different behavioral performances.
Enlarged MB calyces might facilitate learning of tasks directly related to foraging
such as discrimination between more rewarding and less rewarding nectar sources. To
examine this possibility, we tested forager honey bees on a field-based task requiring vis-
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ual discrimination and learning (Chapter 3) and sought correlations between task performance and MG organization. The foragers in this test were recruited to the task from a
standard field hive by their nestmates; thus they varied in age and previous foraging experience. Because foraging experience alters MB organization (Ismail et al. 2006), we
expected to see variety in MG organization among the foragers tested. We could then test
the prediction that individuals with a more advanced, ―forager-like‖ MG organization,
representing a more mature, more experienced phenotype (fewer but larger MG) would
perform the foraging task more efficiently than individuals with a less advanced MG organization, representing a younger, less experienced phenotype (more numerous but
smaller MG). This would lend support to the positive feedback loop hypothesis, whereby
practice alters the brain, which allows for improved performance. Other scenarios are also possible, of course. The individuals with the most progressed MG organization might
perform the task with lower efficiency than those with less progressed MG organization.
There could be several explanations for such a result, such as transfer of a bias or preference (e.g., a preference for one flower color or another) from previous experience. Finally, it is also possible that no correlations between MG organization and task performance
can be detected. There could be several possible explanations for this result as well. For
example, the task we employed might not be related to MG organization or might rely on
such localized changes within the MB calyces that they were missed in our neuroanatomical sampling scheme. Without explicitly testing for correlations between some kind of
behavioral task and MG organization, however, it remains speculation that the reorganization that occurs within the MBs as a result of age and experience endows the individual
honey bee with the skill necessary to accomplish complicated foraging tasks later in life.
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It was our goal to seek an informative relationship between structure and function in the
MBs of foraging honey bees.
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RESULTS

Behavioral analysis

The present study was performed on a subset of the foragers described in Chapter
3, which introduced a behavioral assay that tests free-flying forager honey bees (Apis
mellifera) on a simulated foraging task. In Trial 2 of that study, 53 foragers of known age
were trained to an artificial flower patch with 6 flowers that were one shade of green
(light or dark) that contained a sucrose reward and 6 flowers that were another shade of
green that contained no reward. Each forager was allowed 12 visits to the training table,
and assigned a score based on the number of visits the forager made prior to three consecutive, error-free visits. A forager that made no errors on the first three visits was
awarded a score of 0, while a forager that made three consecutive, error-free visits on the
last three visits would receive a score of 9. Foragers that never completed three consecutive, error-free visits during the 12 observed visits were arbitrarily assigned a score of 10.
A histogram of the foragers‘ performance scores is presented in Figure 1A. This task allowed the subjects to be divided into three performance cohorts (Figure 1B): 16 foragers
(30%) learned the color/sucrose association in fewer than 6 visits and were assigned to
Category 1; 16 foragers (30%) took at least 6 visits to learn the association and were assigned to Category 2; 21 foragers (40%) never learned the association in the 12 allowed
visits and were Category 3. The brains from Categories 1 and 3 were used for subsequent
neuroanatomical analyses.
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Neuroanatomical analysis

The foragers were brought into the laboratory immediately after the completion of
field testing. Brains were fixed in formaldehyde, blocked in normal goat serum, and immunolabeled with a mouse monoclonal antibody (anti-SYNORF1) raised against the
Drosophila synaptic vesicle-associated protein synapsin I (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa) (Frambach et al. 2004; Groh and Rössler 2011; Groh
et al. 2004; Groh et al. 2012; Klagges et al. 1996). The secondary antibody was an Alexa
Fluor 555-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG (A-21422; Thermo Fisher Scientific). During the
tissue processing, 6 brains were damaged, leaving 14 brains from Category 1 foragers
and 17 brains from Category 3 foragers available for imaging and neuroanatomical analyses. All analysis was performed blind to forager age and task performance.
Three-dimensional confocal images, 67.6 µm × 67.6 µm × 10.6 µm, were captured for two dense collar (visual neuropil) and two lip (olfactory neuropil) regions of the
mushroom body (MB) calyces for each brain. From each of these, two regions of interest
(ROIs), 10.6 µm × 10.6 µm × 10.6 µm, were randomly selected for analysis using Imaris
7.7.2 (Bitplane Scientific Solutions, Belfast, UK). Objects larger than 0.2 µm3 within
each ROI were assumed to be microglomeruli (MGs) and counted, and the volume of
each counted object was measured.
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Neuroanatomical correlation with age

To validate our methods, we replicated a portion of a previous report (Groh et al.
2012) that reported that the MGs within the calyces become less dense (less numerous)
and larger in volume. In that study, MGs of newly emerged honey bees were compared
we workers (presumed foragers) 35 days post-emergence. We took the 6 foragers from
our study that were closest to 35 days post-emergence (33, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 38 days)
and compared them with 6 newly emerged workers (all less than 24 h post-emergence).
The brains of the newly emerged workers and foragers were processed identically. The
results were largely consistent with the previous report (Groh et al. 2012) (Figure 2).
While we found no difference in the individual MGs volumes in the dense collar between
the newly emerged workers and the foragers (Mann-Whitney U-test, P = 0.689, U = 42.0,
n = 6 per group), the volumes were significantly larger in foragers in the lip region
(Mann-Whitney U-test, P = 0.005, U = 21.0, n = 6 per group), and the MG densities in
significantly lower in foragers both the dense collar (Mann-Whitney U-test, P = 0.031,
U = 53.0, n = 6 per group) and the lip (Mann-Whitney U-test, P = 0.013, U = 55.0, n = 6
per group).

Neuroanatomical correlation with task performance

We performed the anatomical analyses for the Category 1 and Category 3 bees as
described above. In these cases, we found no differences in mean MG volume nor MG
density (MG per unit volume of MB) using standard methods (Figure 3; Mann-Whitney
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U-test, P > 0.2, U = 194.0 for counts in the collar; U = 238.0 for counts in the lip;
U = 233.0 for volumes in the collar; U = 253.0 for volumes in the lip; n = 14 for Category
1 foragers; n = 17 for Category 3 foragers).
Such statistical results do not allow for a conclusive statement of a lack of neuroanatomical differences between performance categories; they merely fail to demonstrate
evidence of differences using standard methods for data analysis. We thus sought additional means of testing for neuroanatomical differences between the performance cohorts
that are perhaps too subtle for identification by standard non-parametric tests.
First, we pooled all of the MG volume data into four groups (Category 1, dense
collar; Category 3, dense collar; Category 1, lip; Category 3, lip) and determined boundary volumes that would divide the groups into 5 equal-sized bins. The boundaries for the
dense collar were 0.45737 µm3, 0.79830 µm3, 1.22062 µm3, and 1.91781 µm3; the
boundaries for the lip were 0.41311 µm3, 0.81771 µm3, 1.59060 µm3, and 3.00196 µm3.
This led to bins of 2,750 MBs/bin in the dense collar and 1,877 MBs/bin in the lip. Two
histograms were then generated for each forager, one for the dense collar and one for the
lip, showing the proportion of MGs for that bee that fall within the bins (Figure 4—figure
supplement 1). This allowed quick visual inspection for individual foragers with unusual
MG volume distributions; none were apparent. Next, a series of boxplots was generated
summarizing the date in the histograms (Figure 4). Again, visual inspection of this figure
reveals no obvious differences in the distribution of MG volumes between the Category 1
and Category 3 foragers.
We also performed randomization tests between Category 1 foragers and Category 3 foragers for both the dense collar and lip regions using the following statistics (Man-
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ly 2006; Seier and Joplin 2011): (1) mean MG volume, (2) median MG volume, (3)
standard deviation of MG volume, and MG density (number of MG per ROI). In all cases, the tests were executed 10,000 times. Results are listed in Table 1. None of the cases
demonstrated significance differences between forager categories, however the test for
the standard deviation in MG volume in the lip approached significance (P = 0.067; Figure 5A). For this reason, and because we see in Figure 3 that there a small number of outlier volumes in the lip region, we further investigated the lip data by performing additional randomization tests for (5) maximum MG volume, (6) 0.98 quantile MG volume, and
(7) coefficient of variation of MG volume. In all tests done, the only significant result
found was in the coefficient of variation of MG volume in the lip (P = 0.044; Figure 5B).
It should also be pointed out that while no randomization tests in the collar produced significant results, there are hints of patterns. For instance, every point on the boxplot for the
MG density (minimum, first quartile, mean, median, third quartile, and maximum) was
lower in the Category 1 foragers than in the Category 3 foragers (Figure 5C).
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DISCUSSION

The aim of the present study was to test the hypothesis that MG organization is
correlated with performance on a task requiring learning and memory similar to the skills
used by successful foragers. A variety of behavior tests requiring learning and memory
have been developed for use with honey bees, including classical conditioning with the
proboscis extension response (PER) (Bitterman et al. 1983; Giurfa and Sandoz 2012;
Kuwabara 1957; Takeda 1961), Y-maze decision making (Carcaud et al. 2009; Dyer and
Griffiths 2012; Giurfa et al. 1999), and homing flights from novel locations (He et al.
2013; Pahl et al. 2011). We chose to use a task that resembles foraging behavior (Chapter
3), wherein free-flying nectar foragers discriminate between a flower color that offered a
sucrose reward and a flower color that offered no reward, because it reveals a broad range
of performance ranging from foragers that solve the task almost immediately to foragers
that never solve the task in the allotted time. This task also removes any doubt of motivation, as every forager that presents itself at the flower patch is clearly motivated to collect
sucrose. In PER experiments, for example, it is impossible to distinguish a honey bee that
has failed to learn the association from one that chooses not to extend its proboscis due to
lack of motivation or attention or due to failing health.
It is known that, in human experts, practice induces volume increases in brain regions relevant to the task practiced (e.g., Elbert et al. 1995). It also established that the
volumes of the mushroom body (MB) calyces increase with increased foraging experience in honey bee foragers (Ismail et al. 2006), and that these volume increases are associated with a reorganization of the microglomeruli (MGs) within the calyces in such a
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way that more experienced individuals have fewer but larger MG than less experienced
individuals (Groh et al. 2012). It is commonly assumed—but never tested—that these experienced-induced changes (as well as age-induced changes) within the MB calyces endow honey bees with the skills necessary for the complicated tasks associated with a career in foraging later in life. It was the goal of the experiment presented here to test this
assumption; that is, we asked the question, do forager honey bees with more ―foragerlike‖ MG configurations (i.e., fewer but larger MGs) perform a simulated foraging task
more efficiently than forager honey bees with less advanced MG configurations? Contrary to our expectations, our results revealed no relationship between MG organization and
performance on the simulated foraging task. We designed the experiment in such a way
as to obtain a sample of foragers with a broad range of foraging experience. As a consequence, we did detect variation in MG organization, but there were no significant differences in MG volume or MG density (number of MG per ROI) in either the dense collar
(visual) or lip (olfactory) regions of the MBs between the foragers that performed the task
most efficiently (Category 1) and the foragers that performed the task least efficiently
(Category 3). Based on standard MG measurement and analysis methods (e.g., Groh et al.
2012), MG volume and density did not predict performance on this simulated foraging
task. These methods did, however, confirm the MG organizational differences between
newly emerged worker honey bees and mature foragers that have been previously reported (Groh et al. 2012).
We further applied a series of randomization tests using different statistical metrics (mean MG volume, median MG volume, standard deviation of MG volume, coefficient of variation of MG volume, maximum MG volume, 0.98 quantile MG volume, and
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MG counts per ROI) to explore possible differences in the distribution of MG volumes
between the Category 1 and Category 3 foragers. Only a very small number of these
analyses resulted in significant or nearly significant differences in neuroanatomical organization between the performance categories (e.g., the standard deviation in MG volume in the lip and the coefficient of variation in MG volume in the lip). These results do
suggest, however, that there might be subtle differences in MG organization between performance cohorts, and further work should be planned to identify these. It would not be
prudent at this time, however, to suggest that any such subtle differences are reliably correlated to increases in MB calycal volume. Thus, the question remains, what are the benefits of practice-induced MB reorganization in honey bees?
There are many possible explanations for a lack of differences found in the MBs
between Category 1 and Category 3 foragers, among them (1) the particular foraging task
we asked our honey bees to perform was not an appropriate task because it is not directly
dependent upon MB function; (2) the dense collar and lip neuropil regions we evaluated
were not appropriate because other regions in the brain can also support visual discrimination, learning, and memory; and (3) the standard, widely-used metrics of MG volume
and density are too crude to detect subtle, highly localized differences in synaptic organization related to foraging. We succeeded in devising a foraging task that yielded individually variable performances and in detecting substantial variation in MG organization in
foragers, but were surprised that there was no relationship between MB neuropil organization and performance on this task.
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What is the behavioral significance of mushroom body modification?

It was discovered over two decades ago that the volumes of the honey bee MB
calyces were larger in experienced foragers than in nurses (Withers et al. 1993). Many
follow-up studies have since teased out the relative contributions of age and experience to
the observed changes (Durst et al. 1994; Fahrbach and Robinson 1995; Fahrbach et al.
1998; Ismail et al. 2006; Scholl et al. 2014). The enlargement of the MB calyces of
adults, as well as the observed changes in the density of the MGs within, occurs both in
foragers and non-foragers, with the largest MBs being found in the oldest, mostexperienced foragers. In honey bees housed in individual cages, calycal volume increased
slightly but significantly within the first week of adult like (Fahrbach et al. 1998). Likewise, honey bees with foraging experience were found to have significantly larger MB
calyces than age-matched nurses from the same colony (Durst et al. 1994). More recently,
it has been shown that the first substantial exposure to light (2 or 3 consecutive days)
triggers a decrease in MG density in honey bees of any age (Scholl et al. 2014), matching
earlier results obtained from studies of the desert ant Cataglyphys fortis (Stieb et al. 2010;
Stieb et al. 2012). Similarly, MB volume increases in the moth Spodoptera littoralis (Anton et al. 2015) upon first exposure to olfactory (sex pheromone) and auditory (bat echolocation) signals. First exposure to relevant sensory signals is therefore an important contributor to MB growth in adults, but prolonged experience—practice—is also an important driver of MB growth, as MB volume continues to increase throughout a honey
bee‘s foraging career (Fahrbach and Robinson 1995).
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On the basis of this maturing literature, it is now possible to provide an overview
of MB plasticity in the lives of adult worker honey bees and attempt to relate it to behavior. The decreases in MG density throughout adult MB development likely reflect pruning of KC axonal boutons; studies in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and the ant
Cataglyphis albicans suggest that pruning is mediated by glial cells (Awasaki and Ito
2004; Seid and Wehner 2009; Watts et al. 2004). It should be kept in mind, however, that
while we know MB calyces grow with age in an experience-independent manner (Fahrbach et al. 1998), the causes of MG reorganization are far less well delineated. The increases in MG volume and the decrease in MG density between newly emerged honey
bees and mature foragers (both in the present study and in Groh et al. 2012) are possibly
due only to experience, not age, as Krofczik et al. (2008) show an age-related increase in
MG density and an experience-related decrease in the MG density (at least in the lip). It
should be noted that almost all studies that investigate changes in MG over time do not
attempt to control for age and experience separately (Groh et al. 2012; Scholl et al. 2014;
Seid and Wehner 2009; Seid et al. 2005; Muenz et al. 2015; the present study).
On top of this complexity is the behavioral observation that as honey bees gain
experience foraging, they become more efficient in terms of the quantity of resources returned per flight or per day (Dukas and Visscher 1994). It would be challenging to disentangle brain differences among those foragers that are due to experience, age, and even
any possible innate superiority in foraging efficiency. It has also been reported that a
memory trace could be detected in the calyces in young, sensory-deprived honey bees
(Hourcade et al. 2010) in the form of increased MG density; another study provided evidence that this increase may be transient (Falibene et al. 2015). These results are intri-
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guing because they run contrary to the general view of MB and MG changes that accrue
with increased experience—that is, the reported short-term changes do not map onto the
reported long-term trends. It is possible that such increases occur at the onset of learning
and then are pruned once long-term memory consolidation occurs. It will be a challenge
to reconcile results obtained in the controlled environment of the laboratory to the enriched environment of a honey bee‘s natural environment. New tools are needed that
permit study of continual transient increases in MG density, reflecting everyday learning,
and continual decreases in MG density, reflecting accrued experience and memory consolidation.
In summary, the general effects of practice on brain structure are readily documented, but an understanding of the consequences of those changes remains elusive.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Behavioral analysis

The reader is directed to Chapter 3 for a detailed account of the behavioral assay.
A brief description is provided here.
Newly emerged honey bees were collected from a single donor hive and given a
unique number tag and abdominal paint dot combination (Betterbee, Greenwich, New
York, USA; Posca paint pen; Mitsubishi Pencil Co., Tokyo, Japan). This allowed for
quick identification of approximately 5,000 individuals. Several hundred such individuals
were labeled every few days from June through September, 2013 (Trial 2 of Chapter 3)
and introduced into an experimental hive located on a small farm in rural Forsyth County,
North Carolina, USA, where they matured as foragers and begin accruing foraging experience on local foliage.
Foragers were induced to visit a training table from the experimental hive using
standard training methods (Moore and Doherty 2009; Moore and Rankin 1983; Moore et
al. 2011; von Frisch 1967; Wagner et al. 2013). Once foragers began flying to the table, it
was incrementally moved to a training location 165 m form the hive. At this point, the
table was replaced with an artificial flower patch containing 24 plastic, peppermintscented flowers. One-quarter were one shade of green and contained a sucrose reward;
the remaining three-quarters were a second shade of green and remained empty. The initially trained foragers were not used in any analyses; rather, they were used to recruit
tagged foragers from the hive via the waggle recruitment dance (von Frisch 1967). The
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sucrose concentration in the flowers was adjusted as needed between 0.25 M and 2.25 M
to ensure a slow but steady rate of forager recruitment.
Tagged foragers were allowed 12 visits to the flower patch, and after each visit,
the flowers were rearranged randomly using a prepared list of pseudorandom grid locations. If a forager contacted an unrewarding flower (i.e., a flower of the wrong shade of
green and lacking sucrose) before contacting any rewarding flowers, that visit was recorded as an error. If the forager contacted a rewarding flower first, the visit was recorded
as a success. A score was generated for each tagged forager based on how many visits
were required before making three consecutive, successful visits. A forager that never
made any errors during the first three visits received a score of 0. A forager that never
made three consecutive successful visits was given a score of 10. Foragers were assigned
to Category 1 if they learned the task in fewer than 6 visits (scores: 0–5), to Category 2 if
they took more than 6 visits to learn the association (scores: 6–9), or to Category 3 if they
never made three consecutive, successful visits in the 12 observed visits (score: 10). This
task divided the foragers into three groups of roughly equal size (30%, 30%, and 40%,
respectively) (see Chapter 3). In the present study, only Category 1 and Category 3 foragers were further examined.

Immunohistochemistry

After behavioral testing, the foragers were immediately prepared for immunohistochemistry and whole-brain microscopy following the general procedures of Groh et
al. (2012). Foragers were chilled (4C). Once immobilized, they were decapitated, and
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the antennae and mouthparts were removed under cold bee saline (130 mM NaCl, 5 mM
KCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2, 15 mM HEPES, 25 mM glucose, 160 mM sucrose;
Groh et al. 2012). Continuing under cold bee saline, the head capsules were opened by
cutting a window into the cuticle between the eyes and below the ocelli. Glands and tracheae were removed, and the heads were fixed overnight at 4C in 4% methanol-free
formaldehyde (28906; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 0.01 M phosphate buffer, 0.0027 M potassium chloride
and 0.137 M sodium chloride, pH 7.4) (P4417; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri,
USA).
After fixation, the brains were lifted out of the head capsules, and under PBS, the
retinas, ocelli, and any remaining glands and tracheae were removed. At room temperature, each brain was rinsed in PBS (5X 10 min), permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-100
(T8787; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) in PBS (PBS-Tx) (2X 10 min), and
blocked in 2% normal goat serum (NGS; 005-000-121, Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA) in PBS-Tx for 1 h. The brains were then incubated at 4C for at
least 5 nights in the primary antibody, mouse anti-SYNORF1 (3C11; Developmental
Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, USA), diluted 1:10 in
PBS-Tx with 2% NGS. The brains were then rinsed in PBS (5X 10 min) and incubated at
4C for 4 nights in the secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L) Alexa Fluor 555
(A-21422; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) diluted 1:500 in
PBS with 1% NGS. After the brains warmed to room temperature, they were rinsed in
PBS (5X 20 min) and dehydrated in an ascending ethanol series (30%, 50%, 70%, 90%,
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95%, 3X 100%, 10 min each). The brains were then cleared and stored in methyl salicylate (M2047; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA).

Microscopy and image processing

All subsequent processes and analyses were performed blind to age and task performance. Immediately before imaging, brains were removed from storage in methyl salicylate and mounted in DePeX mounting medium (13514; Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, Pennsylvania, USA) between two #0 cover slips (72198-20; Electron Microscopy Sciences) using two stacked SecureSeal spacers (70327-8S; Electron Microscopy Sciences). The brains were then imaged using a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal laser scanning microscope with a 63X/1.4 oil-immersion objective lens and a 514-nm, 35-mW excitation laser (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Images were captured with a digital zoom
of 2X and a resolution of 1024 (x) × 1024 (y) × 24 (z) and a depth of 8 bits and 2-line
averaging. With scaling of 0.066 µm per pixel (x and y) and intervals of 0.442 µm (z),
this resulted in images that were 67.6 µm × 67.6 µm × 10.6 µm (Figure 6B). At least four
images were taken from each brain, two from the lip region and two from the dense collar
region of either one lateral or one medial calyx (Figure 6A). It has been previously reported that there are no differences in MG organization between the lateral or medial calyces or between the left or right hemisphere (Groh et al. 2012; Gronenberg and Couvillon
2010).
The 8-bit intensity of the brightest object was measured in both the top layer and
bottom layer of each 3D image in ImageJ 1.48 (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
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Maryland, USA). All subsequent image processing was done in Imaris 7.7.2 (Bitplane
Scientific Solutions, Belfast, UK). Attenuation correction was performed with the top and
bottom intensity values measured in ImageJ. Then object surfaces were created with a
smoothing factor of 0.132 µm and background subtraction of 0.494 µm. Thresholding
was set at 25%, and objects smaller than 0.2 µm3 were filtered out. Three random regions
of interest (ROIs) 161 × 161 × 24 pixels (10.6 µm × 10.6 µm × 10.6 µm) were cropped
from each surface image file, and all remaining objects were counted and measured for
volume (Figure 6C).

Statistical analyses

For the conventional analyses (e.g., Groh et al. 2012), we calculated the mean MG
volume for each region across all ROIs individually in each forager. We then performed a
Mann-Whitney U-test on the mean MG volumes in the dense collar, the mean MG volumes in the lip, the mean MG density (MGs/ROI) in the dense collar, and the mean MG
density in the lip. for each region between the six foragers that were 33, 35, 36, 37, 38,
and 38 days post-emergence and six newly emerged honey bees (less than 1 day postemergence) (Figure 2). Similarly, we performed Mann-Whitney U-tests on the mean MG
volumes in the dense collar, the mean MG volumes in the lip, the mean MG density
(MGs/ROI) in the dense collar, and the mean MG density in the lip. for each region between the 14 Category 1 and 17 Category 3 foragers (Figure 3).
All randomization tests were performed in R (R Core Team 2016) and followed
the basic algorithms described in Manly (2006) and Seier and Joplin (2011). A sample of
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the code used is shown in Figure 5 – figure supplement 1. For a test of standard deviations of MG volume in the dense collar, for example, the standard deviation of each honey bee‘s MG volume is calculated, and the mean of standard deviations for the 14 Category 1 foragers and the mean of standard deviations for 17 Category 3 foragers were calculated. The absolute value of the difference of these two means is then recorded as D1.
Next, all 31 standard deviations are pooled together, and 14 standard deviations are chosen randomly from the pool (without replacement) and assigned to Group 1. The remaining 17 standard deviations are assigned to Group 3. The means of standard deviations of
these two groups are then calculated, and the absolute value of the differences of these
two means is recorded as D2. This pooling and random sorting is repeated 10,000 times.
The number of times D2 is greater than or equal to D1 is divided by 10,000, resulting in
the P-value for the test of whether the standard deviation of the MG volume is different in
the dense collar between Category 1 and Category 3 foragers. This is repeated for the lip
region and for all the remaining statistical metrics to be tested (mean MG volume, median MG volume, MG density (MGs/ROI), maximum MG volume, 0.98 quantile MG volume, and coefficient of variation of MG volume). All results are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Forager performance on the field color discrimination and learning task.
Forager honey bees were trained to light and dark green artificial flowers, only one type
of which contained a sucrose reward. (A) Performance scores were the number of visits
the foragers made prior to completing three consecutive, error-free visits. (B) Foragers
were grouped into three cohorts: 16 (30%) were in Category 1 (light blue bars), learning
the association in fewer than 6 visits; 16 (30%) were in Category 2 (gray bars), taking at
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least 6 visits to learn the association; 21 (40%) were in Category 3 (black bars), never
having learned the association in the 12 allowed visits. (From Figure 3 of Chapter 3)
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Figure 2. Counts and mean volumes of individual microglomeruli (MGs) by age.
MG in the dense collar and lip per ROI (10.6 µm × 10.6 µm × 10.6 µm) of the MB calyx
in newly emerged workers and 6 of the behaviorally tested foragers (33–38 days postemergence). There was no significant in mean MG volume between groups in the dense
collar, but significant differences were found in all three other comparisons. (MannWhitney U test: n = 6 per group. Collar comparisons: U = 53.0 (counts); U = 42.0 (vol-
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ume). Lip comparison: U = 55.0 (counts); U = 21.0 (volume). P-values are given on the
figure.)
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Figure 3. Counts and mean volumes of individual microglomeruli (MGs) by task
performance. MG in the dense collar and lip per ROI (10.6 µm × 10.6 µm × 10.6 µm) of
the MB calyx versus forager category. There were no significant differences by category.
(Mann-Whitney U test: n = 14 (Category 1); n = 17 (Category 3). Collar comparisons:
U = 194.0 (counts); U = 233.0 (volume). Lip comparison: U = 238.0 (counts); U = 253.0
(volume). P-values are given on the figure.)
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Figure 4. Performance-based microglomerulus (MG) distribution results. All dense
collar and lip MGs pooled and divided into equal-sized bins. For each forager, percent176

ages of MGs from each bin were determined. Summaries of those calculations are presented here. Bin sizes: n = 2,750 (dense collar); n = 1,877 (lip, bins 1–4), n = 1,879 (lip,
bin 5).
The following figure supplement is available for figure 4:
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Figure 4 – Figure supplement 1. Individual histograms of the percentages of MG volumes from each bin for the 31 foragers for both dense collar and lip. The summary in
Figure 4 is based on these counts. (Note that no pair-wise comparisons between individual Category 1 and Category 3 foragers are intended.)
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Figure 4 – Figure supplement 1 continued.
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Figure 4 – Figure supplement 1 continued.
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Figure 4 – Figure supplement 1 continued.
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Figure 5. Randomization tests. Randomization tests were performed on dense collar
and lip MG volumes and counts (see Table 1). (A) Randomization test using standard deviation of MG volume in the MB lip region (P = 0.067). (B) Randomization test using
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coefficient of variation of MG volume in the MB lip region (P = 0.044). (C) Randomization test using MG density (MGs/ROI) in the MB collar region (P = 0.067).
The following figure supplement is available for figure 5:
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## reads the data in a text file already with NA for empty spaces
alldata<-read.table('LIPDATA.TXT',header=TRUE)
attach(alldata)
## attaches the names to the variables
## just to see at the first values
head(alldata)
## identify Cat1 & Cat3 bees (these are the bee id# by performance)
iCat1<-c(11,12,16,17,18,20,21,23,24,25,30,38,43,48)
iCat3<-c(10,14,26,27,28,31,33,36,39,41,45,46,49,50,51,55,56)
nf<-length(iCat1)
ns<-length(iCat3)
newiCat3<-c(1,4,13,14,15,17,18,19,21,22,24,25,27,28,29,30,31)
alli<-1:31
newiCat1<-alli[-newiCat3]
length(newiCat1)
length(newiCat3)
## converting the data into a matrix
malldata<-as.matrix(alldata)
## creating storage space to test FUNCTION (in this case, stdev)
sdvol<-numeric(31)
for(i in 1:31)
{
sdvol[i]<-sd(malldata[,i],na.rm=TRUE)
}
## Make boxplot for FUNCTION:
sdCat1<-sdvol[newiCat1]
sdCat3<-sdvol[newiCat3]
boxplot(sdCat1,sdCat3,main='stand. dev.',names=c('Cat1','Cat3'))

Figure 5 – Figure supplement 1. Sample code implemented in R (R Core Team 2016)
used to generate the randomization tests. This example represents the test for standard
deviation of MG volumes in the lip. LIPDATA.TXT can be preplaced with COLLARDATA.TXT for the collar tests. The function listed under FUNCTION can be replaced with any statistic of interest (e.g., mean MG volume, median MG volume, standard deviation of MG volume, etc.). All tests were run 10,000. Results are listed in
Table 1.
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#### RANDOMIZATION TEST to compare FUNCTION (standard deviations)
# between groups A and B when alternative is Ha:u(A) not equal u(B)
A<-sdCat1
B<-sdCat3
nrep<-10000
## number of regroupings
n1<-length(A)
## number of observations in A
n2<-length(B)
## number of observations in B
n<-n1+n2
## total number of observations
meanA<-mean(A)
meanB<-mean(B)
truedif<-meanA-meanB
## difference of the two means
## performs the randomization test for FUNCTION
alldata<-append(A,B)
## merges the two groups
chips<-1:n
## creates n chips
difmeans<-double(nrep)
## creates storage space
for (i in 1:nrep)
{ ## commands will be executed 10000 times
chipsgroup1<-sample(chips,n1,replace=FALSE) ## selects group 1
chipsgroup2<-chips[-chipsgroup1]
## remainder group 2
group1<-(alldata[chipsgroup1])
## values in group 1
group2<-(alldata[chipsgroup2])
## values in group 2
difmeans[i]<-mean(group1)-mean(group2)
## diff in means
}
## assigns value 1 to the re-groupings in which the diff of means is
## >= the diff between the A and B groups
numgreater<-abs(difmeans)>= abs(truedif) ## for two-sided
## calculates the proportion or approximated p-value
pvalue<-mean(numgreater)
pvalue

Figure 5 – Figure supplement 1 continued.
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Figure 6. Microscopy. (A) Example of the brain area being imaged. Depicted here are
the medial (left) and lateral (right) calyces in the right brain hemisphere. Two images
within the lip area and two images within the color area are captured for each brain.
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Shown in the white square is one example of one lip region, 67.6 µm × 67.6 µm × 10.6
µm. (B) One example of a lip region captured from one brain. In Imaris 3D image processing software, three randomly chosen ROIs are selected (each 10.6 µm × 10.6 µm ×
10.6 µm), highlighted here in turquoise, green, and blue. Each ROI is then cropped from
the original image for analysis (MG counts and measurements). (C) One example of one
ROI from the lip region [the blue-highlighted ROI in (B)]. All objects identified by
Imaris within the ROI are assumed to be MG. Counts and volumes of the MG were then
calculated for each ROI.
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Table I. Results of the randomization tests on dense collar and lip microglomeruli
Statistic tested

Significance in

Significance in lip

dense collar
(1) Mean MG volume

0.99

0.21

(2) Median MG volume

0.92

0.72

(3) Standard deviation of MG volume

0.95

0.067

(4) MG density (MGs/ROI)

0.11

0.95

(5) Maximum MG volume

0.091

(6) 0.98 quantile MG volume

0.12

(7) Coefficient of variation of MG volume

0.044
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY
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EXPERIMENTAL AND TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The series of experiments presented in this dissertation were designed to reveal
correlations between brain structure and performance on a simulated foraging task by
forager honey bees. The foraging task demonstrated a wide variety in the efficiency in
which the foragers solved the task (Chapter 3). However, we were unable to demonstrate
any correlation between task performance and the density of microglomeruli (objects per
unit volume) or the volume of the individual microglomeruli within the calycal neuropil
of the mushroom bodies (MBs) (Chapter 4). In all scientific endeavors, there are experimental and technical limitations due to the technologies that are currently available.
An important step in designing any experiment is deciding how many subjects are
needed for the results to be meaningful. Based on how the anatomical results are analyzed in the present study (see Chapter 4), it is not clear how a statistical power analysis
would be useful. Further, it should be noted that we know of no published reports using
anti-SYNORF1 to label presynaptic profiles for insect neuroanatomical comparisons that
perform any kind of a priori or post hoc statistical power analysis. We decided then to
work with groups of subjects that were as large as or larger than the groups in the previously published reports. In all papers comparing one group of animals to another using
these methods, group sizes ranged from n = 2 to n = 15 (see Table I). We thus aimed for
group sizes of approximately n = 15. After field training (and discarding brains that were
damaged during the immunohistochemistry steps) we ended up with group sizes of
n = 14 (Category 1 foragers) and n = 17 (Category 3 foragers).
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Table I. Sample sizes of insect neuroanatomical papers using anti-SYNORF1
Source

Group

Groh et al., 2004

all groups

4

Groh & Rössler, 2011

Apis mellifera

14

Bombus terrestris

9

Osmia bicornis

11

Atta vollenweideri

9

Camponotus rufipes

5

Athalia rosae

5

Eudicella woermanni

7

Nauphoeta cinerea

9

Hodotermes mossambicus

2

Drosophila melanogaster

15

Locusta migratoria

6

1-day-old honey bees

11

35-day-old honey bees

7

mini-worker ants

10

media-worker ants

9

large-worker ants

10

Groh et al., 2012

Groh et al., 2014

(continued on next page)
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Group size

Table I. (continued)
Source

Group

Muenz et al., 2015

1-day-old honey bees

14

7-day-old honey bees

13

11-day-old honey bees

11

32-day-old honey bees

15

all groups

10

Peng & Yang, 2017

Group size

Another possible limitation we had with our technology was the microscopy
equipment available to us. Our imaging was performed on a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope (see Chapter 4). While this instrument produces very high quality images, it is
several years old. To a certain extent, the volume of each microglomerulus that was
measured by the Imaris 7.7.2 image processing software depended on the thresholding
values set during the surface-painting step. To ensure that all brain images were treated
identically, we processed them blind to age and performance on the simulated foraging
task (i.e., we never knew what category forager a brain came from when we processed
the images). Furthermore, we allowed Imaris to determine ideal thresholding values and
then consistently used those values for all brains. It is possible that had we access to the
newer Zeiss LSM 780 confocal microscope that utilizes Airyscan technology, the boundaries of the microglomeruli would have been better resolved and less dependent on the
Imaris thresholding values. It is possible (though unlikely) that anatomical differences
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between the brains of the Category 1 and Category 3 foragers would have been detectible
with our chosen metrics (microglomerular density and volume) on this newer instrument.
One last consideration is of the outliers that appear in Figure 3 of Chapter 4. We
found these outliers intriguing, and these outliers combined with the high amount of
spread in some of the groups of Figure 4 of Chapter 4 are what led us to perform the various randomization tests. While none of the randomization tests revealed significant differences in microglomerular organization between Category 1 and Category 3 brains (except for the randomization test for the coefficient of variation of microglomerular volume
in the lip region of the mushroom body calyces), these results are somewhat suggestive.
Four possible scenarios might play out upon further experiments of Category 1 and Category 3 foragers:
(1) There may be structural differences between the Category 1 and Category 3
brains, but our low sample sizes (n = 14 and n = 17, respectively) are too small to reveal
them. Larger sample sizes may help us reveal differences in how the microglomeruli are
organized.
(2) There may be differences in structure between the Category 1 and Category 3
brains, but the differences are more subtle than our crude measures (microglomerular
density and volume) could reveal. Perhaps performing electron microscopy on our brains
and evaluating more minute features (e.g., number of postsynaptic partners, number of
synaptic vesicles, etc.) would reveal the differences we seek.
(3) Within the lip region of the mushroom body calyx (the olfactory region) and
the collar region of the mushroom body calyx (the visual region), we chose random regions of interest to image. We had no other option, as it is not at all known how the sen-
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sory projection neurons are organized within these regions. It is possible that the differences we seek (even using our crude metrics) do exist between Category 1 and Category
3 brains, but that the differences are localized to small punctate regions within the lip and
collar, representing sections of neuropil relevant to the task we asked our foragers to perform. If this is the case, we would only occasionally choose the correct region of interest
when imaging, merely by chance. It is possible then (however unlikely) that the small
number of outliers we see in Figure 3 of Chapter 4 actually represent the few time we
chose a relevant region of neuropil to image, thus revealing meaningful differences in
brain structure, when all the other regions we imaged in other brains were not of relevant
sections of the mushroom body.
(4) It is also possible, of course, that there truly are no differences in either microglomerular organization or gross mushroom body calycal volume between Category 1
and Category 3 brains. We know that the mushroom body calyces are important to both
sensory integration and to learning and memory, but it is possible that the calycal growth
that we know occurs in response to both age and experience only reflects improvements
in sensory integration or sensory acuity and not improvements that could be revealed by
the performance of our task.
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SIGNIFICANCE

The overall aim of my project was to test the relationship of brain structure to
brain function. Of particular interest was the examination of the fine adjustments made at
the synaptic level in adult brains as a result of repeated activation of specific neural circuits (practice) throughout the individual honey bees‘ foraging careers. The proposed
model was that the enlargement of the MBs of the honey bee brain that occurs as a consequence of accumulated foraging experience. Past studies have defined the types of experience that promote expansion of the MB neuropils and described some of the underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms of growth. The goal of this study was to ask how
honey bee behavior changes as a consequence of this brain growth. Studies of the performance of honey bees foraging in the field at a patch of artificial flowers (a novel task
developed for this project) were coupled with neuroanatomical analyses of the synaptic
organization of the MB calycal neuropil. The behavioral ecological concept of specialization provided a framework for the experimental design and the predicted outcomes. Because almost all worker honey bees become foragers, this project was significant because
experience-dependent changes in brain structure that facilitate or constrain subsequent
foraging performance will impact the success of a colony in acquiring resources and, ultimately, the ability of the colony to persist. This project was also significant because
practice-dependent brain development has been demonstrated in many animals, including
humans, but few studies have systematically documented the consequences of the observed brain changes.
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APPENDIX
AN ASSAY TO ESTIMATE TOTAL FORAGING EXPERIENCE
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It is clear that foraging experience is a major contributor to the development on
the adult honey bee mushroom body (MB) (Durst et al., 1994; Farris et al., 2001; Ismail
et al., 2006). Thus it is likely important to look at experience when comparing cohorts of
individual honey bee foragers. We know that the foragers that performed our task had a
wide variety of ages, and that there was no correlation between age and performance
(Chapter 3). We also know that there was a considerable variation in synaptic organization within the MBs of these foragers, but that the organization did not correlate with performance (Chapter 4). It is possible that an examination of total past foraging experience
by these foragers, we might (1) reveal correlations between experience and performance
on our task or (2) reveal correlations between experience and synaptic organization within the MBs. If the latter correlations are revealed, it is further possible that taking experience into account (i.e., statistically illuminating past foraging experience as an independent variable) may allow us to reveal a subtle correlation between MG organization and
task performance. To this end, we are developing an assay to estimate total foraging experience for individual honey bee foragers. We are attempting to correlate the proportion
of bristles on the leading edge of the forewing that are missing or broken with total
amounts of foraging. Our initial hypothesis was that the amount of wing damage would
positively correlate with total foraging experience. This experiment was repeated three
times.
A single-cohort colony of honey bees was built from approximately 1500 newly
emerged honey bees from donor colonies. Each honey was individually number tagged
and painted (as described in Chapter 3) and placed into a standard box hive with a new
queen, approximately 1500 untagged newly emerged honey bees, and several established
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comb frames with developing brood and stored food. Without an existing foraging force,
many of the young honey bees became precocious foragers (and others became foragers
at the more usual age of 2-3 weeks). This ensured that after 2-3 weeks, the colony had
foragers of identical age but with varying foraging experience. A camera (Sony HDRCS220, 1920 x 1080 pixels, 59.94 fps) was fixed at the hive entrance, which was modified in such a way as to slow each forager‘s passage into and out of the hive and to direct
them in such a way that their identifying marks on their dorsal side were in view of the
camera (Wagner et al., 2013). Video was recorded from approximately 10:00-12:30 and
16:00-18:30 for 3 weeks during the summer of 2013. Videos were then scored to determine when each bee began foraging.
Approximately three weeks after the start of each experiment, several tagged honey bees were captured at the hive entrance and chilled at 4C. Their forewings were removed, mounted on aluminum sample stubs with adhesive carbon tabs, coated with gold
particles with a Cressington 108 sputter coater. The coated wings were then imaged on an
Amray 1810 scanning electron microscope at 400x. All intact, broken, and missing bristles were counted in a 100 x 150 μm image along the leading edge of the forewing perpendicular to the lateral intersection of the Rs and R1 veins (Comstock, 1918). Using
Spearman rank correlation, the proportion of broken plus missing bristles were correlated
with (1) the age of the forager and (2) the number of days the bee was foraging before
being collected. Preliminary results from these experiments demonstrate a strong positive
correlation between age and number of broken or missing bristles (Spearman rank correlation, ρ = 0.69, P < 0.01, n = 126) and a negative correlation between number of days
foraging and number of broken or missing bristles (Spearman rank correlation, ρ = -0.49,
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P < 0.05, n = 18) (Figure 1). These early results do not support our original hypothesis.
While we clearly see age-related damage to the leading edge of a forger‘s forewing, our
new hypothesis is that the majority of non-age related wing damage occurs inside the
busy, crowded hive prior to the onset of foraging. The results reported here are based on

Figure 1. Proportion of lost and broken wing bristles. (a) Damage is
highly correlated with age (Spearman rank correlation, ρ = 0.69, P < 0.01,
n = 126). (b) Damage is inversely correlated with experience (ρ = -0.49,
P < 0.05, n = 18).
200

experiments designed to ensure variation of foraging experience among foragers, not variation in the time spent inside the hive prior to beginning foraging. Additional experiments are currently underway that are designed to ensure wider variation of time spent
inside the hive before foraging.
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BIO 213L: Genetics and Molecular Biology Laboratory. Department of Biology, Wake
Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC, Fall 2012.
BIOL 3141: Genetics Laboratory. Department of Biological Sciences, East Tennessee
State University, Johnson City, Spring 2009, Fall 2009, Spring 2010.
BIOL 1311: Biology for Science Majors Laboratory III (population biology). Department
of Biological Sciences, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, Fall 2007.
EECS 492: Introduction to Artificial Intelligence, Discussion. Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Fall 2001.
EECS 281: Data Structures and Algorithms, Discussion. Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Fall 2000.
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Mentored Undergraduate Students:
Christina Tingle (2015–16) Wake Forest University: age progression of honey bee mushroom bodies.
Caroline Stanek (2015) Wake Forest University: scanning electron microscopy of honey
bee wings.
Amy Fraser (2014–15) Wake Forest University: honey bee DNA extractions and patriline
determination.
Rachel Hale (2014) Wake Forest University: honey bee DNA extractions.
JT Muller (2014) Wake Forest University: immunolabeling honey bee wing sensory neurons.
Ivan Golub (2013–14) Wake Forest University: scanning electron microscopy of honey
bee wings.
David Hale (2012) Wake Forest University: visual proboscis extension reflex in honey
bees.
Caddy N. Hobbs (2009–10) East Tennessee State University: determining honey bee foraging strategy
Ashley E. Wagner (2009) East Tennessee State University: examining honey bee dance
floor dynamics
Funding Awards:
Center for Molecular Communication and Signaling, Wake Forest University, Research
Project Internal Grant (with SE Fahrbach). Title: ―A synaptic view of experiencedependent plasticity in the adult honey bee brain‖. 2013.
NIH Predoctoral Training Grant in the Neurosciences (under R Oppenheim), Neuroscience Program, Wake Forest School of Medicine. 2010–2012.
Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need Fellowship, College of Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 2000–2002.
Honors:
Center for Molecular Communication and Signaling, Wake Forest University, MiniGrant for travel to the International Congress of Neuroethology, Montevideo, Uruguay, 2016.
Heiligenberg Travel Award, International Congress of Neuroethology, Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan, 2014.
The Dr. Denise Pav Scholarship, East Tennessee State University. 2009.
The Edna Harrison Scholarship, East Tennessee State University. 2009.
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi, East Tennessee State University, initiated 2009.
Sigma Xi – Scientific Research Society, East Tennessee State University, inducted 2008.
Tau Beta Pi – National Engineering Honor Society, University of California, Irvine,
inducted 1997.
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Outreach:
Discussion group facilitator, Neuroscience Minor Book Club, Wake Forest University,
Fall 2014, Spring 2015, Fall 2015.
North Carolina DNA Day Ambassador: taught genetics and genomics to North Carolina
high school biology and forensics classes for DNA Day (April 25th). 2012, 2013,
2014, 2015.
Taught comparative neuroanatomy and behavior to 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders at Meadowlark
Elementary School, Winston-Salem, NC, 2015.
Fahrbach SE, Velarde RA, Van Nest BN. Presentation: ―Tricks and special equipment
used by honey bee researchers,‖ Davie County Beekeepers Association, Mocksville,
NC, 2013.
Judge, Forsyth County Science Fair, grades 3–5, Winston-Salem, NC, 2013.
Judge, North Carolina Regional Science Fair, grades 10–12, Winston-Salem, NC, 2013.
Judge, University School Science Fair, Johnson City, TN. 2008.

Appointments:
Graduate Student Instructor, Wake Forest University, 2012–present.
Research Assistant, Wake Forest University, 2010–present.
Graduate Student Instructor, East Tennessee State University, 2007–10.
Research Assistant, East Tennessee State University, 2006–10.
EH&S Technician, Dynavax Technologies Corporation, Berkeley, CA, 2002–05.
Graduate Student Instructor, University of Michigan, 2000–01.
Research Assistant, Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, University of Michigan, 2000.
Embedded Systems Engineer, Xerox Special Information Systems, Pasadena, CA,
1999–00.
Research Assistant, University of California, Irvine, 1997–98.
Affiliations:
Center for Molecular Signaling and Communication, Wake Forest University
Entomological Society of America
Faculty for Undergraduate Neuroscience
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
The International Society for Neuroethology
Sigma Xi – Scientific Research Society
Society for Neuroscience
Tau Beta Pi – National Engineering Honor Society
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